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PREFACE 

Over the past several decades, synthetic polypeptides, poly- (amino acid)s, have received 

increasing attention in terms of controlled synthesis, structure–property relationships, and bio-

related applications. Polypeptide-based copolymers can self-assemble into diverse aggregate 

structures, such as spherical micelles, cylindrical micelles, vesicles, and hierarchical structures in 

selective solvents. Due to their good biocompatibility, polypeptides and their assemblies are 

especially promising candidates as delivery systems for various therapeutic payloads, for example, 

drugs and DNA. The hydrophilic shell stabilizes the aggregates in blood  circulation, and the 

hydrophobic core acts as a nano-reservoir for therapeutic agents. In addition, mimicking the role 

of mineral proteins, polypeptide aggregates have been applied as modifiers to mediate the 

internalization of inorganics in recent research. For bio-related applications such as delivery 

vehicles and bio-mineralization additives, it is essential to control the morphology, structure, and 

functionality of polypeptide self-assemblies. The molecular architecture is a basic factor 

determining the self-assembly behavior of copolymers in solution. Copolymers with various 

topologies, including block, graft, and dendrimer-like, display diverse self-assembly behaviors in 

selective solvents. However, synthesis of copolymers with various topologies and defined 

chemical compositions is a daunting task. The cooperative self-assembly of copolymers with 

secondary components, such as homopolymers, copolymers, nanoparticles (NPs), and small 

molecules, has therefore emerged as an appealing strategy for constructing various aggregates. 

In addition, copolymer self-assembly behavior is highly dependent on the preparation conditions 

such as the nature of the solvent and the polymer concentration. For the polypeptide based 

copolymers, the ordering of polypeptide rods and the rod–coil chain conformation transition 

induce distinct self-assembly behaviors. Owing to all these properties, polypeptide materials 

have gained significant attention among all the researchers worldwide. The main purpose of this 

study was to develop synthetic polypeptides with controlled architecture and employ them for 

different biomaterial applications. The first chapter deals with the general introduction for the 

thesis and gives an insight over the polypeptide materials, their broad uses in the field of wound 

healing .d protein studies. And the latter part of this chapter explains the detailed research 
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objective of the thesis. The second chapter deals with the development of synthetic polypeptides 

and their employment in the formation of drug loaded micelle hydrogel composites. The drug 

release profiles of the composites were investigated in detail in this chapter with varying 

parameters. This chapter establishes the utility of the composites in wound healing study. The 

third chapter of this thesis deals with the in vivo study. For this study rat models were used to 

evaluate and examine the drug releasing efficacy of the drug loaded micelle-hydrogel composite 

prepared in the previous chapter for purpose of wound healing. This chapter also establishes the 

mechanical studies of the composites prepared. The fourth chapter of the thesis deals with a new 

arena of use of polypeptide material, using them to formulate gel microspheres for cell 

entrapment and release. This chapter also focuses of release of bioactive compounds with 

targeted delivery. The final and fifth chapter of this thesis presents the summary and scope of 

the thesis. It details the importance of this thesis and its contribution in the biomaterials field. 

The chapter also discusses the possible future impact of this thesis. 

In conclusion, this thesis summaries the adaptability and the multifunctional nature of the 

polypeptide materials in this field.  
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1.1 Synthetic polypeptides  

Over the past several decades, synthetic polypeptides, poly- (amino acid)s, have received 

increasing attention in terms of controlled synthesis, structure–property relationships, and bio-

related applications.1 Polypeptide-based copolymers can self-assemble into miscellaneous 

aggregate structures, such as spherical micelles, cylindrical micelles, vesicles, and hierarchical 

structures in selective solvents.2 Due to their decent biocompatibility, polypeptides and their 

assemblies are particularly promising candidates as delivery systems for various therapeutic 

payloads, for example, drugs and DNA.3 The hydrophilic shell stabilizes the aggregates in blood  

circulation, and the hydrophobic core acts as a nano-reservoir for therapeutic agents. In addition, 

mimicking the role of mineral proteins, polypeptide aggregates have been applied as modifiers to 

mediate the internalization of inorganics in recent research.4 For bio-related applications such as 

delivery   vehicles and bio mineralization additives, it is essential to control the morphology, 

structure, and functionality of polypeptide self-assemblies. The molecular design is a basic factor 

determining the self-assembly behavior of copolymers in solution.5 Copolymers with various 

topologies, including block, graft, and dendrimer-like, display diverse self-assembly behaviors in 

selective solvents. However, synthesis of copolymers with various topologies and defined 

chemical compositions is a daunting task. The cooperative self-assembly of copolymers with 

secondary components, such as homopolymers, copolymers, nanoparticles (NPs), and small 

molecules, has therefore emerged as an appealing strategy for constructing various aggregates.6 In 

addition, copolymer self-assembly behavior is highly dependent on the preparation conditions such 

as the nature of the solvent and the polymer concentration. For the polypeptide based copolymers, 

the ordering of polypeptide rods and the rod–coil chain conformation transition induce  distinct 

self-assembly behaviours.7  Furthermore, because polypeptides are chiral polymers, chirality 
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should be another distinctive factor influencing the self-assembly behavior and function of the 

formed structures.8 A high-performance delivery vehicle has various demands, such as stability 

during circulation, delivering payloads to specific sites, and releasing payloads in a desired 

manner.9 Polypeptide assemblies are good candidates for ‘‘smart’’ delivery, responding to physical 

and chemical stimuli based on the following characteristics. (a) Ionic polypeptides such as poly 

(L-glutamic acid) (PLGA) and poly(L-lysine) (PLL) can be used to physically bind drugs bearing 

opposite charge. Changing the pH of the solution weakens the binding and releases the drugs. With 

the change of pH, the conformation of polypeptides may also change, facilitating the release of the 

drugs.10 (b) Polypeptides contain various reactive groups, which could serve to chemically 

conjugate drugs with labile chemical bonds. The loaded drugs can be released by breaking the 

labile chemical bonds.11 (c) Due to the physical or chemical stimuli, the structure of the deliveries 

can be disrupted, which induces a rapid release of payloads.12 Bio minerals, generated under the 

mediation of natural proteins, have hierarchical organization and superior properties13 Inspired by 

protein-controlled mineralization, the biomimetic mineralization of inorganics in the presence of 

synthetic polymers has attracted increasing attention.14 Due to the resemblance in chemical 

composition to that of proteins, the synthetic hydrophilic polypeptides such as PLGA, polyaspartic 

acid (PAsp), PLL and their derivatives have been used to mediate the mineralization of 

inorganics.15 Later, it was found that polymer self-assemblies are suitable additives mediating the 

bio mineralization of inorganics.16 Because the polypeptide aggregates can mimic the folded 

structure of the mineral proteins, these polypeptide aggregates are more attractive for mediating 

the mineralization of inorganics.17 An experimental understanding of both the self-assembly 

behavior of copolymers and the release behavior of deliveries usually suffers from difficulties 

related to limited experimental techniques. However, theory and simulation can somewhat 
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overcome the limitations because they provide more straightforward results and detailed 

information than pure experiments, including the chain distribution in the aggregates, the release 

process of the drugs, structural variation of delivery during drug release, and crystallization 

behaviour of biomineralization.18 

Synthetic polypeptides (i.e. poly(amino acids)) are of pronounced importance because of their 

possible uses in biomedicine and biotechnology some of them being tissue engineering, drug 

delivery, and as therapeutics.19 Based on the amino acid side chain they can take on definite well-

organized conformations (e.g. helices, sheets and turns) and self-assemble into specifically distinct 

bio-mimetic configurations through non-covalent associations such as hydrogen bonding, van der 

Waals forces and π-π stacking.20 Conventionally solid phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) has been 

actively used to make polypeptides with specifically precise amino acid arrangements on a 

laboratory scale.21 While SPPS is extensively acknowledged as a routine and robust method, the 

effort demanding step-by-step amino acid coupling including de-protection/ coupling steps and the 

restriction of an attainable maximum chain length of around 50 amino acid residues can be limiting 

aspects.22 On the other hand, the ring-opening polymerisation of amino acid N-carboxyanhydrides 

(NCA), while missing the ability to produce precise sequences, is a highly adaptable and 

multipurpose technique for the faster synthesis of higher molecular weight synthetic 

polypeptides.23 Thanks to the constant development in NCA polymerisation in the last few years, 

synthetic polypeptides with manageable (high) molecular weight, narrow polydispersity, complex 

polymeric constructions and structures along with designated chirality can be prepared in great 

yield and huge amount.24 The advancement in NCA polymerisation along with advanced 

orthogonal functionalization methods as well as the addition with other precise polymerisation 

techniques considerably broadens the possibility of polypeptide structure blocks in a range of 
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material designs strategy.25 Directed applications for innovative and new polypeptide amalgam 

materials are often required in biomedicine and biotechnology containing tissue engineering, drug 

delivery and bio-diagnostics.  

By design these materials can be engaged at the boundary of natural and synthetic polymeric 

materials. They associate the flexibility of contemporary synthetic procedures to attain improved 

characteristics along with natural building blocks (amino acids), which unlocks substantial 

prospects for a new biomaterials platform. 

1.1.1 Ring-opening polymerization of α-amino acid N-carboxyanhydride (NCA)  

The preparation and polymerisation of NCAs was first described by Hermann Leuchs in 1906.9,8 

After 1921, Curtius,26 Wessely27 and their coworkers utilized NCAs with various initiators such 

as water, alcohol or primary amines in the process of  ring-opening polymerisation as the first 

report to prepare some polypeptides with high molecular weight. NCA can be prepared either by 

the combining N-alkyloxycarbonylamino acids with various halogenating agents (Leuchs 

method26) or by simply the action of a-amino acids on phosgene (Fuchs–Farthing method; 28 

Scheme 1). Triphosgene, diphosgene and di-tertbutyltricarbonate and similar compounds have 

been used as phosgene alternatives, permitting phosgene to form progressively during NCA 

synthesis.29 Typically recrystallization and/or also flash chromatography can be used for the 

obtaining purified NCAs and to eliminate any by-products produced during the course of synthesis 

including HCl, HCl–amino acid salts and 2-isocyanatoacyl chlorides as reaction can be adversely 

effected through inhibition and/or quenching of propagation of forming polymer chain by  

electrophilic by-products and thus affect the synthesis of polypeptides.30 NCA ring-opening 

polymerisation can be initiated by a variety of nucleophiles and bases including but not confined 
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to amines and metal alkoxides (Scheme 1).31 The two extensively acknowledged techniques for 

the polymerisation of NCAs are the ‘‘normal amine’’ (NAM) and the ‘‘activated monomer’’ 

(AMM) mechanisms.32 Initiators for the latter characteristically comprise bases (i.e. tertiary 

amines) and alkoxides, which removes the proton from the NCA nitrogen (3-N) causing in the 

formation of an NCA anion. The deprotonated NCA anion then can initiate the NCA 

polymerisation and stimulate the propagation by attacking the 5-CO of additional NCA thereby 

creating a new anion by the discharge of CO2. Polymerizations going through the AMM are usually 

fully uninhibited and thus less preferred in the preparation of well-defined polypeptides. The NAM 

approach is normally followed by reactions initiated by nonionic initiators for NCA 

polymerizations having at minimum one mobile hydrogen atom such as primary and secondary 

amines, alcohol and water. The origination step is established on the nucleophilic attack on the 

carbonyl (5-CO) of the NCA ring.33 The ring opening happens and the unstable intermediate 

carbamic acid is formed for a short span by proton transfer. This carbamic acid then decarboxylates 

by the removal of CO2 and the newly-formed primary amine stimulates the propagation of the 

polymerisation. The NAM provides better control above the molecular weight of the synthesized 

polypeptide along with end-group fidelity. Conversely, due to a chances of possible side reactions 

occurring such as the end group termination34 or the formation of cyclic by-products35 caused by 

contaminations in the NCAs or the solvent used in the reaction, or the presence of moisture, the 

reaction control can be significantly restricted. Deming and his group were the first to present the 

concept of ‘‘living’’ NCA polymerisation by means of transition metal catalysts.36  He employed 

zero valent nickel and cobalt initiators37 (i.e., (PMe3)4Co, and bpyNi(COD), bpy (2,20 –bipyridine) 

and synthesized block polypeptides with brilliant control on the molecular weight with a narrow 

polydispersity index (PDI). In this method, the synthesis of the chelating metallocyclic 
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intermediates is seen by the involvement of transition metal complex and NCA and is necessary 

for performing a living polymerisation of NCA for polypeptide synthesis. However, bringing 

together end-group functionality through the introduction of various initiator is wearisome process  

and has only been described in one literature instance using a bifunctional initiator comprising an 

activated bromide group for Atom Transfer Radical Polymerisation (ATRP) and a Ni amido 

amidate complex for NCA polymerisation.38 Successive nickel initiated polymerisation of g-

benzyl-L-glutamate (BLG) NCA and ATRP of methyl methacrylate produced a complex rod–coil 

block hybrid copolymer that was amalgam of polypeptide and methacrylate in form of poly(g-

benzyl-L-glutamate-b-methyl methacrylate). Further, primary amine initiated NCA 

polymerisation is therefore still the most extensively used method and various experimental 

procedures have been examined and optimized to provide well-defined polypeptides. 

Hadjichristidis and co-workers demonstrated that by means of highly purified chemicals and high 

vacuum methods, homo- and block polypeptides with ultra-high and controlled molecular weight 

can be easily synthesied.39 In this method, the extremely purified and distilled polymerisation 

solvent and initiator were used, along with the suppression of the carbamic acid–CO2 equilibrium 

by the effective elimination of CO2 from the reaction mixture as well as the controlling the side 

reactions among DMF and the terminal-groups of growing polymer chains were accounted for in 

the polymerisation mechanism. The rewards of the high vacuum system for the synthesis of precise 

polypeptides were also confirmed by Messman and coworkers.40 By means of matrix-assisted laser 

desorption/ionization time-offlight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS), nano-assisted laser 

desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (NALDITOF MS), and 13C NMR 

spectroscopy they confirmed that the method involving high vacuum polymerisation advanced 

entirely by the NAM with negligible termination. In 2004 alternative ground-breaking method to 
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remove side reactions in the NAM NCA polymerisation was described by Vayaboury and 

coworkers.41 The group methodically examined the polymerization of Ne-trifluoroacetyl-L-lysine 

NCA initiated by hexylamine in DMF at various temperatures. The living amine chain-ends were 

investigated by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) and non-aqueous capillary electrophoresis 

(NACE) showed a dramatic increase from 22 % to 99 % when the polymerisation temperature was 

dropped from 20 to 0°C. The removal of the end reactions at low temperature was credited to 

greater activation energies requirements of the side reactions than that of the main chain 

propagation.42 Conversely, an apparent disadvantage of the polymerisation at 0°C is the elongated 

reaction intervals. Very recently, Heise and Habraken studied NCA polymerisation of a variety of 

different NCAs to improve the NAM by combining together the goodness of the high-vacuum and 

the low-temperature techniques.43  

 

Figure 1.1 (a) Normal amine mechanism (NAM), (b) activated monomer mechanism (AMM), (c) proposed 

mechanism for the ammonium-mediated ring opening polymerisation13 and (d) primary/tertiary amine–ammonium 

equilibrium.
45

 

 

The amalgamation of two dissimilar methods not only helped the NCA polymerisation in a 

controllable way but also considerably reduced the polymerisation time. A tetra block copolymer 

with narrow poly dispersity index and high control over structure was synthesized including 

poly(g-benzyl-L-glutamate), poly(L-alanine), poly(Ne-benzyloxycarbonyl-L-lysine) and poly(b-
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benzyl-L-aspartate) blocks through the mixture of the ideal considerations of temperature and 

pressure. In 2007, a new organosilicon-meditated NCA polymerisation method was described by 

Cheng and coworkers.46 Prominently, approximately measureable polymerisation with the 

controlled degree of polymerisation (DP) here 300 was accomplished in the time frame of 24 hours 

or even less at ambient conditions.47 In 2011, a collection of rare earth complexes were presented 

as first report by Ling and coworkers as initiators for NCA polymerisation of g-benzyl-Lglutamate 

NCA and L-alanine NCA including rare earth isopropoxide (RE(OiPr)3), tris(2,6-di-tert-butyl-4- 

methylphenolate) (RE(OAr)3), tris(borohydride) (RE(BH4)3(THF)3), 

tris[bis(trimethylsilyl)amide] (RE(NTMS)3) and trifluoromethanesulfonate etc.48 Homo-, random 

and block copolymers were readily synthesized in great yield with predictable molecular weights 

and comparatively low PDIs (1.1–1.6), thereby displaying the living nature of the polymerization.  

1.1.2 Nanostructures of polypeptide based self-assemblies  

Polypeptide copolymers can self-assemble into diverse aggregate structures, including spherical 

micelles, cylindrical micelles, and vesicles. Moreover, hierarchical structures such as superhelices 

have also been observed in recent work.49 The molecular architecture is a basic factor determining 

the self-assembly behaviour of polypeptide-based amphiphilic copolymers. With the development 

of polymer chemistry, copolymers with various topologies, including block, graft, brush-like, and 

dendrimerlike copolymers, have been synthesized. These copolymers display diverse self-

assembly behaviours in selective solvents. In addition, cooperative self-assembly of polypeptide 

copolymers with secondary components has emerged as an appealing strategy to produce diverse 

aggregates with designed structures and functionalities.50 A variety of guest components, including 

hydrophobic homopolymers,51 amphiphilic copolymers,52 nanoparticles (NPs),53 and small 

molecules, have been applied to cooperatively self-assemble with polypeptide copolymers. 
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Compared with conventional polymers, a distinguishing characteristic of polypeptides is that they 

can adopt various conformations, including random coil, a-helix, and b-sheet.54 The conformation 

of the polypeptide determines the properties of chains, such as rigidity and solubility in solution, 

which further influences the self-assembly behaviour of the polypeptide copolymers. For example, 

poly(g-benzyl L-glutamate) (PBLG) acts as a rigid rod in a-helix conformation; when adopting 

random coil conformation, PBLG becomes a flexible chain.55 In aqueous solution, poly(L-

glutamic acid) (PLGA) with a random coil conformation dissolves better than those with a-helix 

and b-sheet conformations.56 Under certain conditions, the conformation of a polypeptide can 

transform from one to another, and the morphology and structure of the polypeptide assemblies 

can be varied by these transitions.57 In addition, because polypeptides are chiral polymers, their 

chirality should be another important factor regulating the self-assembly behaviour of polypeptide 

copolymers. In this section, the self-assembly into various nanostructures of polypeptide 

copolymers and their corresponding mixtures are reviewed. 
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Figure 1.3 Self-assembly of peptides into different types of nanostructures.
58

 

 

1.1.2.1 Aggregates self-assembled from single-component polypeptide copolymers  

As elucidated by conventional block copolymer self-assembly systems, for example, polystyrene-

b-poly(ethylene glycol) (PS-b-PEG), the morphology of the aggregates is mainly determined by 

the architecture and composition of the copolymers.59 Preparation conditions such as the nature of 

the solvent and the polymer concentration also affect the aggregate morphology. For polypeptide 

copolymers, several distinct factors, including the ordering of rigid a-helical polypeptide chains, 

the variation of chain packing induced by conformation transitions, and the stimuli-induced 

solubility change of hydrophilic polypeptides, are applied to adjust the self-assembly behavior of 

polypeptide copolymers. In the following content, we discuss the self-assembly behavior of 

polypeptide copolymers with various macromolecular architectures. 
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1.1.2.2 Aggregates self-assembled from polypeptide block copolymers.  

Block copolymers are the most studied building units in constructing self-assemblies, and they 

usually serve as models to study the principles of polymer self-assembly. In recent years, the self-

assembly of polypeptide block copolymers has attracted increasing attention.60 For polypeptide 

copolymers containing rigid hydrophobic polypeptide segments, the ordered packing of 

polypeptide rods causes the copolymer to display distinct self-assembly behaviours.61 Block 

copolymers are widely studied in self-assembly research. For polypeptide-based block copolymers, 

making use of the characteristics of the polypeptide segments, including the rigidity of the chain 

and conformation transition under certain conditions, has led to diverse self-assembly structures. 

In addition to these simple diblock and triblock copolymers, there have been few studies on the 

self-assembly of polypeptide-based multi-block copolymers. Multi-block copolymers, typically 

(AB)n-type and A(BC)n-type, display unique self-assembly behaviours that have been illustrated 

through experiments and simulations.62 Polypeptide-based multi-block copolymers could generate 

new assembly features. For example, due to the inherent structural features of the polypeptide 

segments, these multi-block polypeptide block copolymers are promising materials for the 

construction of hierarchical structures with multiple sensitivities to their surroundings 

1.1.2.3 Aggregates self-assembled from polypeptide graft copolymers.  

Graft copolymers are another important class of building polymers that lead to aggregates with 

multiple morphologies.63 Compared with block copolymers, graft copolymers have received less 

attention but have obvious advantages in adjusting the self-assembly behaviours by changing the 

side chain properties, such as the grafting density, chain length, and environmental sensitivity. In 

polypeptide graft copolymers, the polypeptide segments can serve as either backbones or side 
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chains.64 Kuo et al. used a combination of ATRP, ROP, and click chemistry to synthesize 

polystyrene-b-poly(g-propargyl-L-glutamateg-ethylene oxide) (PS-b-(PPLG-g-MEO2)) block-

graft copolymers. The conformation of the PPLG polypeptide segments was confirmed to be an a-

helix. Their self-assembly behaviour was studied by adding water (selective solvent) to the 

polymer solution in DMF (common solvent).  

1.1.3 Advantages of self-assembled peptide nanostructures for biomedical purposes 

There   are   numerous   uses   in   the   biomedical   arena   where   peptides that could readily 

form self-assembled nano-structures might have a significant part in various aspects such as of bio 

sensors and similar platforms, as effective drug-delivery and targeting systems, as contrast image 

means or as a hydrogels for tissue reparation and/or regeneration. This section  presents  the  

advantages  that  make  this  biomaterial  such  a  promising  candidate  for  such applications. 

1.1.3.1 Synthesis  

One  of  the  more  fascinating  aspects  of  peptide structures that can self-assemble into confined 

and precise  nanostructures  is  the  point  that  their  production happens  in  non-cruel  

circumstances.  These kinds of biological supramolecular assemblies are usually made-up at   

temperatures close to room temperature, in the aqueous solvent settings and minus using any super 

specialized equipment.  These  factors  make  a  enormous  dissimilarities  amongst  these  new 

biological  nanomaterials  and  nanomaterials  customarily  utilized  in  nanotechnology such as 

currently employed ones like carbon nanotubes or silicon nanowires of which production involves 

higher temperatures, use of ultra-specialized apparatus and in some of the cases even involves use 

of  clean-room facilities growing their manufacture cost.  Moreover, the production of these self-

assembled peptide nanostructures differs from a few seconds to few days of incubation.  
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Depending upon the type of the building block used, diverse shapes and architectures can be 

attained. An unusual case is the short aromatic dipeptide, diphenylalanine. By changing  the  

production  circumstances,  nanotubes,  nanofibers  or  nanoparticles  can  be  easily produced . 

All these slight fabrication settings are replicated as low cost of the whole process.   

1.1.3.2 Functionalization  

In  order  to  use  these  biological  nanostructures  as  distinct imaging  means  or  as  part  of  a  

biosensing  system they  require  to  be  adorned  with  suitable  practical  molecules  rendering   

them   with   precise   chemical and functional characteristics.   Functional   composites   such   as   

antibodies,   magnetic or metallic particles, enzymes, quantum dots or fluorescent compounds have 

been combined  into  the  assembly  of  self-assembled  peptide.65  Ryu  and  co-workers  established  

photo luminescent  peptide  nanotubes  by  the  in-situ  combination of luminescent complexes 

containg photosensitizers such as salicylic acid.66 Based on this notion, the same group later 

established an optical biosensor  for  the  recognition  of  neurotoxins  and  compounds  such  as  

glucose  and  hydrogen  peroxide   

1.1.3.3 Biocompatibility   

In spite of  the  increased  levels  of  consideration  provided  to  this  type  of  biomaterial,  an  

progressive  research  to  assess  the  biocompatibility  and  immunogenicity  of  these  

nanostructures  is  still  missing.  Such an examination will convey vital evidence that will outline 

the opportunity to use this  biomaterial  in  uses  such  as  drug-delivery  systems  or  tissue  

reparation  in  humans. The existing studies are inadequate to growth of cells and tissues in the 

presence of self-assembled peptide nanofibers or hydrogels and measured whether the tested cell 

or tissue development progress was affected by the presence of the biomaterial. 
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1.2 Wound healing 

Wound dressings and covering devices comprise of a significant and wide reaching section of the 

health and pharmaceutical wound care market universally. Earlier, customary coverings such as 

natural or synthetic bandages, cotton wool, lint and gauzes all with changing grades of absorbency 

were utilized for the managing wounds and tissue damage. Their principal purpose being keeping 

the wound dry by letting free evaporation of wound exudates and inhibiting access to harmful 

bacteria and pathogens into the wound. Although it has now been revealed however, that having a 

warm humid wound surroundings attains more speedy and effective wound healing. Last two 

decades have slowly and steadily seen the upcoming of numerous dressings, with novel ones 

becoming presented each year. For instance, the total of newer dressings presented on the Drug 

Tariff in the UK increased from 4 in 1988 to 57 in May 1998 and by February 2007, the total 

number mounted at 262. These contemporary dressings are made on the notion of generating an 

optimum environment to permit epithelial cells to move and grow unhindered, for the optimal 

management and cure of wounds. These ideal conditions comprise a damp environment around 

the wound, unhindered oxygen flow to support renewing cells and tissues and a relatively low 

bacterial load. Other aspects which have added to the extensive variety of wound dressings 

comprise the diverse type of wounds (e.g. acute, chronic, exuding and dry wounds, etc.) and the 

point that no single kind of dressing is appropriate and applicable for the administration of all kinds 

of wounds. In addition, the wound healing course has numerous diverse stages that cannot be 

effectively targeted by any specific dressing. 

Effective wound managing rely on considering a number of various aspects such as the type of 

wound being targeted, the healing course, patient situations in terms of health (e.g. diabetes), 
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environment and social setting, and the also physical and chemical nature of the offered 

dressings.67 It is therefore significant, to evaluate and test the diverse dressings available in terms 

of their physical characteristics and clinical performance for any given type of wound and the also 

for the different stages of wound healing, before being taken for routine use. 

1.2.1 Wounds 

A wound can be explained as an imperfection or a disruption in the skin, consequence of a physical 

or thermal injury or damage or could be an outcome of the existence of an underlying medical or 

physiological condition. According to the Wound Healing Society, a wound is the outcome of 

‘disruption of normal anatomic structure and function’.68 Based on the type of the healing course, 

wounds can be categorized as acute wounds and chronic wounds. Acute wounds are typically 

tissue damages that rebuild wholly, with almost negligible scarring, within the speculated time 

frame, typically 8–12 weeks.69 The chief causes of acute wounds comprise mechanical damages 

caused due to external aspects such as scrapes, abrasions and/or tears which could be produced by 

frictional contact between the skin against a hard or sharp surface. Mechanical wounds also 

comprise piercing and penetrating wounds produced by sharp objects such as knives and or objects 

of high mechanical strength like gun shots, it also comprises surgical wounds caused by incisions 

made during a surgery or medical intervention (for example remove tumors). Additional class of 

acute wounds include wounds caused by high degree of heat such as burns and/or chemical injuries, 

which are caused from a various number of sources such as thermal, corrosive chemicals, exposure 

to radiation and/or a close contact with electricity. The hotness of the source and the exposure time 

of heat to the surface of skin governs the degree of a thermal burn.70 Burns or thermal wounds will 

generally need dedicated care because of the accompanying trauma. 
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On the other hand, chronic wounds are generated from tissue damages that heal gradually, that is 

such injuries are often seen to have not been healed for beyond 12 weeks and often seen to reoccur. 

Such lesions fail to heal due to repetitive tissue abuses or core physiological conditions71 such as 

disease like diabetes and presence of malignancies, persistent and/or reoccurring infections, 

deprived of essential primary treatment and other patient based factors. This result in a disorder of 

the arranged system of events during the wound healing process. Chronic wounds often contain 

decubitis ulcers (bedsores or pressure sores) and leg ulcers (venous, ischaemic or of traumatic 

origin). 

Wounds can also be categorized based on the how many numbers of skin layers is injured and also 

based on area of skin affected. Wounds that disturbs the epidermal skin surface alone is denoted 

to as a superficial wound, whereas any wounds involving both the epidermis and the deeper dermis 

layers, injuring and/or involving the blood vessels, glandular region such as sweat glands and hair 

follicles is known as partial thickness wound. Full thickness wounds whereas happen when the 

subcutaneous fat underlying the dermis and/or even more deeper seated tissues are injured along 

with the epidermis and dermal layers. 

1.2.2 Wound Healing 

Wound healing is a precise biological series of processes related to the common phenomenon of 

growth and regeneration of new cells and subsequently tissue at the site of injury. This thesis does 

not primarily focuses on to review in detail the physiology of wound healing, but only to test the 

efficacy of devised materials which is relevant to wound management and the choice of wound 

dressings.72 Wound healing advances through a sequence of codependent and overlying phases in 

which a range of cellular and matrix machineries act organized to reconstruct the integrity of 

damaged tissue and replace the lost tissue.73 The wound healing procedure has been studied and 
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explained by Schultz74 as comprising five intersecting stages that comprise multifaceted 

biochemical and cellular processes. These are defined as hemostasis, inflammation, migration, 

proliferation and maturation phases (Fig 1.3). In fact, Cooper75 has claimed for expanding the 

understanding of wounds outside the cellular level to a molecular perspective as well. He 

emphasized the necessity to understand wound healing at numerous stages (cellular and molecular) 

to help advance wound handling and management. Wound healing preparations (dressings) and 

innovative technologies established to date emphasis on one or more of these features of the natural 

healing process that are summarized briefly below. 

 

Figure 1.3 Schematic representation of the phases of wound healing (a) infiltration of neutrophils into the wound 

area (b) invasion of wound area by epithelial cells (c) epithelium completely covers the wound (d) many of the 

capillaries and fibroblasts, formed at early stages have all disappeared
 76
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1.2.2.1 Haemostasis and Inflammation 

Bleeding usually occurs when the skin is injured and serves to flush out bacteria and/or antigens 

from the wound. In addition, bleeding activates hemostasis which is initiated by exudate 

components such as clotting factors. Fibrinogen in the exudate elicits the clotting mechanism 

resulting in coagulation of the exudates (blood without cells and platelets) and, together with the 

formation of a fibrin network, produces a clot in the wound causing bleeding to stop. The clot dries 

to form a scab and provides strength and support to the injured tissue. Haemostasis therefore, plays 

a protective role as well as contributing to successful wound healing.77 

The inflammatory phase occurs almost simultaneously with haemostasis, sometimes from within 

a few minutes of injury to 24 h and lasts for about 3 days. It involves both cellular and vascular 

responses. The release of protein-rich exudate into the wound causes vasodilation through release 

of histamine and serotonin, allows phagocytes to enter the wound and engulf dead cells (necrotic 

tissue). Necrotic tissue which is hard is liquefied by enzymatic action to produce a yellowish 

coloured mass described as sloughy. Platelets liberated from damaged blood vessels become 

activated as they come into contact with mature collagen and form aggregates as part of the clotting 

mechanism. 

1.2.2.2 Migration 

The migration phase involves the movement of epithelial cells and fibroblasts to the injured area 

to replace damaged and lost tissue. These cells regenerate from the margins, rapidly growing over 

the wound under the dried scab (clot) accompanied by epithelial thickening. 
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1.2.2.3 Proliferation 

The proliferative phase occurs almost simultaneously or just after the migration phase (Day 3 

onwards) and basal cell proliferation, which lasts for between 2 and 3 days. Granulation tissue is 

formed by the in-growth of capillaries and lymphatic vessels into the wound and collagen is 

synthesised by fibroblasts giving the skin strength and form. By the fifth day, maximum formation 

of blood vessels and granulation tissue has occurred. Further epithelial thickening takes place until 

collagen bridges the wound. The fibroblast proliferation and collagen synthesis continues for up 

to 2 weeks by which time blood vessels decrease and oedema recedes. 

1.2.2.4 Maturation 

This phase (also called the ‘remodelling phase’) involves the formation of cellular connective 

tissue and strengthening of the new epithelium which determines the nature of the final scar. 

Cellular granular tissue is changed to an acellular mass from several months up to about 2 years. 
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Table 1.1 describes the appearance of wounds in relation to the stages of wound healing. These descriptions relate not 

only to different types of wounds but also to the various stages through which a single wound may pass as it heals. 
78

 

 

1.3 Techniques of controlled wound healing drug delivery 

1.3.1 Microspheres 

Microencapsulation is a means of applying relatively thin coatings to small particles of solids or 

droplets of liquids and dispersions.79 Due to their small size (1 -- 1000 µm) and other properties 

including ability to impart environment responsive characteristics, bioadhesion and swelling, 

microparticles are adaptable to a wide variety of dosage forms and product applications beneficial 

to wound healing preparations. This adaptability of microspheres, coupled with the ability to 

control drug release rate have been found to be highly advantageous in the treatment of chronic 

wounds.80 Having particulate matters in the formulations, micro- and nano-particle systems also 
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offer an extra occlusive effect to the skin which is beneficial for wound healing.81 Microspheres 

are also amendable to various instrumental methods of preparation such as spray drying techniques 

to produce microparticles with rough surface which is considered a promising approach to burn 

wounds healing because they adhere better to burned skin, thereby increasing the contact surface, 

allowing a better release of the formulation components in the injured area.82 

 

Figure 1.4 Schematic illustration of the fabrication process of the PMAA/PNIPAM yolk/shell microspheres, the 

DOX loading and the GSH-triggered disassembly of the drug carriers.
83

 

 

1.3.2 Polymeric, gold and silver nanoparticles  

Encapsulation of drugs into nanoparticles is an advantageous means to overcome the problems of 

free drugs such as poor aqueous solubility, limited biodistribution, quick degradation and 

clearance.84 The small size and high surface-to-volume ratio of nanoparticles provide an ease of 

intracellular access and passage through the skin barrier which is ideal for topical drug delivery.85 

In fact, the use of nanoparticulate drug delivery vehicles for wound healing has been predicted to 
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revolutionize the future of diabetic therapy.86 The slow and sustained release of the encapsulated 

drug from nanoparticle is also considered to reduce the toxicity and increase the safety of drugs 

for topical delivery as the whole amount of the encapsulated drug is never in direct contact with 

the skin at one time.87 

 

Figure 1.5 schematic represtations of nanoparticles mode of action for drug delivery
88

 

1.3.3 Liposomes 

 Liposomes are vesicular structures consisting of hydrated lipid bilayers resembling the lipid cell 

membrane of the human body. Due to their unique phospholipid complex, vesicular carriers such 

as liposomes are being widely explored for use in topical drug delivery.89 Such vesicular carriers 

can play a vital role in enhancing the solubility and bioavailability of both hydrophilic and 

lipophilic drugs as well as assisting in their sustained release,90 as the lipophilic drugs can be 

incorporated into the lipid bilayer, whereas hydrophilic drugs can be incorporated into the aqueous 

interior. Liposomes are also reported to improve the membrane permeability of polar chemicals 

with large molecular weight apart from providing stability and sustaining the release of the drug.91 

Recently, several liposome-based formulations have been evaluated for controlled delivery of 
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wound healing drugs ranging from plant extracts92 to growth factors.93 Initial burst release as a 

result of the drug’s presence on the liposomes surface followed by a sustained drug release over 

the next 24 h was observed in such liposomal formulations. 

 

Figure 1.6 A schematic illustration of drug delivering liposome.
94

 

1.3.4 Films  

Free standing films has long been recognized as biomaterials in drug delivery, wound healing, 

tissue repair, and even in artificial-organ regeneration.95 Such films prepared from hydrophilic 

bioadhesive polymers are also biodegradable and absorbable into the body fluids through the skin 

without any toxic effects, which is an ideal requirement for wound healing process.96 Topical drug 

delivery as in wound healing films also offers advantages such as providing high and sustained 

concentration of medication at the site of injury.97 In addition, modern dressings such as films, 

sponges, hydrocolloids, gels and pastes can also provide or maintain moist environment, allowing 
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gaseous exchange (water vapor, oxygen), and thermal insulation, remove blood and excess 

exudates while also easy to remove without causing trauma to facilitate wound healing.98 

1.3.5 Hydrogels  

In recent years, hydrogels have received considerable interest as specific absorbents in wound 

dressing materials. Polymeric hydrogels have the ability to absorb tissue exudates, prevent wound 

dehydration but allow oxygen to permeate which is required for efficient wound healing.99 In 

addition, due to the porosity of the hydrogels and the moist environment it creates, the encapsulated 

therapeutic substances can be delivered into the wound in a sustained manner.100  

 

Figure 1.7 A schematic representation of hyrdogel for drug delivery purposes.
101

 

 

The in situ gel-forming hydrogel, which were present as a sol state before application and 

converted into a gel system after administration and filling the wound sites are especially more 

desirable as a wound dressing.102 A biodegradable in situ thermosensitive PEG-PCL-PEG gel-

forming system incorporating curcumin-loaded micelles was prepared and applied to enhance the 
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cutaneous wound healing and repair. In the experimental incision model, the curcumin-loaded 

hydrogel treated group showed improved healing in terms of tensile strength and thicker epidermis 

whereas in the excision model, an enhancement wound closure was obtained.103 A novel injectable 

chitosan and alginate-based hydrogel with particle size ~ 40 nm prepared by a nano-precipitation 

method was also developed and evaluated for its potential in enhancing the healing efficiency.104 

The hydrogel was shown to significantly enhance the re-epithelization of epidermis and deposition 

of collagen within the wound tissue. 

 

Table 2 Some of the characteristics and advantages of different wound healing formulations
105

 

Polymeric 

nanoparticles 
Microspheres Hydrogels Liposomes 

 Very small size 

(1 -- 1000 nm)  

 Enhance 

solubility of 

poorly aqueous 

soluble drugs 

 High surface-

to-volume ratio 

 Sustained drug 

release 

 Enhance safety 

of some drugs 

administered 

topically 

 Enhance 

stability  

 Can be 

functionalized 

 Enhance 

antimicrobial 

properties by 

facilitating 

interaction 

with pathogen 

surfaces 

 Small size (1 -- 

1000 µm) 

 Biocompatible 

 Enhance stability 

 Ability to 

incorporate 

multiple drugs for 

simultaneous 

delivery 

 Sustained drug 

release 

 Adaptability 

 Occlusive effect to 

the skin Surface 

can be modified for 

better adherence to 

the skin 

 Amendable to 

different 

manufacturing 

methods 

 Bioadhesive type 

can be prepared 

 Biocompatible 

and 

biodegradable 

 Absorb tissue 

exudates 

 Prevent wound 

dehydration 

 Allow oxygen 

to permeate 

 Create moist 

environment 

 Porous 

 Sustained drug 

release 

 High drug 

loading 

 Environment 

responsive 

 Vesicular 

structures 

 Resemble lipid 

cell membrane of 

the body 

 Both hydrophilic 

and hydrophobic 

drugs can be 

encapsulated 

 Sustained drug 

release 

 Highly suitable 

for topical 

delivery Improve 

stability of drugs 

 Improve 

membrane 

permeability of 

polar drugs 
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1.4 Cell delivery through microencapsulation 

Microsphere technology has been exploited in many emerging biomedical applications, including 

cell, drug, biomolecule, and gene delivery. Notably, cell-laden microspheres have been developed 

for two main classes of application: (i) in vitro cell culture for cell expansion and biomolecule 

manufacturing and (ii) in vivo cell delivery for cell replacement or therapy. Microspheres are 

relatively easy to fabricate and handle, and provide a large surface area:volume ratio for cell culture 

and in vitro applications. For in vivo applications, microspheres can provide minimally invasive, 

localized delivery and protection from the immune systems of patients. Cells delivered by 

microspheres may secrete (either naturally or through genetic modification) therapeutic factors in 

a sustained manner, circumventing the need for multiple administrations of drugs. 

The paradigm of cell culture has switched from a conventional monolayer culture to utilizing 

biomimetic 3D platforms. It is well recognized that prolonged monolayer culture results 

in dedifferentiation.106 However, macro-sized 3D platforms are not feasible for cell culture due 

to an oxygen diffusion constraint of a maximum 200 μm.107 While some research groups focus on 

microvascularizing such macro-sized constructs, another scientific community aims to bypass the 

constraint via a bottom-up approach: creating micro-sized cellular constructs that may then be used 

as is, or put together to form macro-sized constructs. This has led to an increase in commercially 

available microspheres and microsphere generators, both of which are increasingly utilized by 

researchers. 
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Figure 1.8 Pictorial Descriptions of Various Design Modifications to Aid Biomedical Applications.
108

 

 

Microspheres designed for cell adhesion or encapsulation, categorized 

as microcarriers or microcapsules, are generally spherical polymerized networks with a 

diameter of 100–400 μm to maintain cells within the oxygen diffusion limits. Microcarriers are 

usually fabricated to have cell-adhesive moieties, which cells are then seeded on. By contrast, 

microcapsules are typically fabricated by crosslinking a polymer–cell suspension so as to entrap 

cells within the core of the microsphere. However, the seemingly simple product requires much 

thought in its design and optimization to provide the appropriate microenvironment in which cells 

can survive, reside, and maintain their desired function. Microsphere design also needs to take into 

consideration the cell type and polymer porosity, mechanical strength, 

cytotoxicity, immunogenicity, degradation products, and rates of their formation. Given the 

intricate interplay of design parameters required to successfully encapsulate cells within 
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microspheres and the quick pace of research advancement, here we this discuss the use of cell-

laden microspheres in two main branches of therapeutic applications (in vitro culture and cell 

delivery) as well as important application-specific considerations to maximize efficacy and 

efficiency. 

Microspheres are designed with the end function in mind: their application and cell type. Porosity, 

cell microenvironment, and degradability are some primary considerations. Customizability to fit 

applications is not based so much on the choice of fabrication technique but on the polymers, 

crosslinking parameters (e.g., polymer concentration, temperature, crosslinker type, and duration 

of crosslinking), and postfabrication modifications. The fabrication technique is generally chosen 

based on the desired simplicity, scalability, size, and size distribution. For example, if uniformly 

sized microspheres are required for ease of monitoring in vitro, microfluidics and extrusion 

techniques are preferred to emulsions, because the microspheres thus produced have a maximum 

5 % variation in diameter.109 

Biocompatibility, specific porosity, cell-adhesive properties, or controlled degradation are 

conferred via choice of polymer and their modifications, such as coatings and crosslinker choice. 

Both naturally derived and synthetic polymers have been used as cell-compatible materials, and 

each has unique advantages and disadvantages. Low-cost and biocompatible naturally derived 

polymers, such as alginate, suffer batch-to-batch variation and immunogenicity, whereas 

expensive and controllable synthetic polymers, such as poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA), have 

biocompatibility issues, especially with their degradation products. As such, naturally derived 

polymers require stringent and certified purification protocols to qualify as clinical-grade materials. 
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Porosity determines the diffusion and size of particles entering the microsphere. For immune 

isolation, the surface porosity of the microcapsule must prevent immunoglobulin, antibody, and 

immune cell intrusion without compromising the exchange of metabolites. Polycation poly(L-

lysine) coating reduces the surface porosity, and is often masked by another alginate coating, 

because it can promote inflammation. Microcapsules of this kind are commonly known as alginate-

poly-L-Lysine (PLL)-alginate (APA) microcapsules.110 To date, there is no standardized porosity 

or molecular weight cut off (MWCO) for microcapsules, but scientists estimate a safe limit at 

approximately 150 kDa (corresponding to the MW of immunoglobulins). More in-depth studies 

must be performed to ascertain a safe MWCO for future clinically useable microcapsules. By 

contrast, for other applications that require infiltration of cells into microspheres, these may be 

fabricated with large pores either via double emulsion or stacked microfluidic devices. The 

microspheres thus prepared are used in various ways such as: 

1.4.1 Cell Delivery for Tissue Regeneration 

The ideology that lie behind the approach of using tissue engineering for regenerative medication 

is the usage of biological cells to formulate a macro-sized tissue which could then replace the 

function and configuration of the damaged or malfunctioning tissue. To check seepage, which 

reduces the effectiveness, cells are classically confined using a biomaterial. Though, as cells 

multiply and need more space, the scaffolding framework is estimated to degrade consequently. 

Thus, injectability and enhanced diffusion speeds also make microspheres a favored select over 

conventional macro-sized tissue formulates. They may also integrate different growth factors, 

which could be released or diffused from the microspheres according to the rate of degradation, to 

further aid and facilitate the differentiation of stem cells to be delivered.111 Due to the difficulty, 
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various studies have constructed different microspheres rather than using commercially available 

and used micro carriers. 

1.4.2 Localization and Tracking Techniques in-vivo 

Microspheres laden with cells may be utilized as is, or employed as building blocks of a macro-

sized constructs that can additionally concentrate microspheres to the chosen site. Making a macro-

sized construct through a bottom-up method is simple: cell-loaded microspheres can undergo a 

secondary encapsulation in a polymer,112 or fusion via sintering113 or aggregation.114 In the first 

occurrence, a secondary polymer encapsulation forms a macro-sized construct containing 

microspheres loaded with cells, which can mimic the model of a tissue in vitro or can be an 

injectable system that further confines and immune segregates the microspheres in vivo. This 

approach was applied to particularly immune isolate macrophages alongside a tumor mass with 

the objective of inhibiting leak, proliferation and escape of cells along with providing antitumor 

results.115 A additional approach exploits perfusion bioreactors to compactly pack microspheres 

loaded with cells collected for a period of time; this method allows the growth of condensed ECM 

that helps in holding the microspheres together and thus results in formation of a macro-sized 

construct.116 In another strategy, sintering utilizes solvent or heat treatment to fuse microspheres 

into an interconnected macro porous structure, onto which cells are seeded. 

1.4.3 Cell Delivery 

Cell-based therapy is progressively advancing and being promising, with numerous clinical trials 

already in place. Microspheres make a technique of brilliant cell delivery, since they are injectable 

and localizable to the preferred site (which is not the situation with a cell suspension) without 

hampering nutrient and waste diffusion in and out of it. 
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1.4.4 In vitro Cell Culture Applications 

For clinical application of cell-based technology, cells must be cultured in large-scale systems 

competently and efficiently. Unlike non ADCs, ADCs require connection to a surface and cannot 

be grown in state of suspension; micro-carrier technology delivers an alternate to the incompetent 

and non-biomimetic monolayer culture. Ideally, micro-carriers should be of a fine size distribution 

for easiness of monitoring and sub-culturing; also, their density should be somewhat above 1.0 

g/cm3 for simple and easy collection from media by simple pouring or centrifugation and there 

should be nominal energy utilization for creating a stir in a bioreactor. Moreover, the anticipated 

porosity is also governed by the use: cell expansion can be preferentially performed on 

microporous micro-carriers (with cell attachment only on the outer surface) to permit effective 

detachment, whereas biomolecule manufacture may use macroporous microcarriers, because the 

added surface area in interior pores surges the cell density  

1.4.5 Cell Expansion and Differentiation 

Functional and rapidly dividing cells are requisite in huge numbers for therapeutic uses; for 

example, in scales of 107–108 cells per kg body weight in transplanting liver, 117 which thus in a 

way makes monolayer culture impractical. Micro carrier culture is able to deliver the answer to 

this situation by making the most of the commercial accessibility of large-scale bioreactors, high 

cell attachment efficiency (up to 108cells/ml),118 ease of sample collection and fine-tuning of 

culture parameters, simplicity of sampling of microcarriers for confluency checks, and the prospect 

of lasting constant subculture by addition of empty beads.119 Though, the absence or high price of 

xeno-free culture settings are still major holdups for any therapeutic cell expansion, which must 

resolute for commercialization to be conceivable. 
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1.4.6 Cell Delivery for Therapeutic Biomolecule Delivery 

Cell-based therapeutics provide the benefits of the long-term, constant, and precise release of drugs 

or biomolecules, such as hormones and growth factors, circumventing repetitive, programmed 

dosages that produce a burst release upon administration. To arrest and immune segregate these 

therapeutic cells, which are commonly allogeneic or sometimes xenogeneic, alginate-based 

microcapsules are prevalent due to their mild crosslinking circumstances and their capability to 

preserve the viability of a range of cells. The microcapsule serves as a barricade amid the 

allogeneic cells and host immune system, and, hence, should be non-degradable and have little 

penetrability, so as to check interaction with immune-related cells and proteins. One easy way to 

decrease porosity is by creating APA microcapsules.120 To enhance its biocompatibility, current 

studies substituted proinflammatory PLL with cationic coverings, such as poly-L-ornithine 

(PLO)121 and chitosan.122 An substitute method is to mask PLL with PEG-b-PLL copolymers.123 

Non-natural, non-degradable polymers have similarly been utilized for microencapsulation,124 but 

their immune-isolation ability still requires better understanding and characterization. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Complications in the treatment of advanced disease have highlighted the requirement for drug co-

administration in a dose-controlled manner. Conventional forms of drug administration often 

necessitate higher dose or recurrent administration to yield desired therapeutic effects, potentially 

resulting in lower efficacy and patient compliance as well as adverse effects and induced toxicity.1 

Conversely, combination therapies utilizing multiple drugs concurrently may enhance the 

progression of treatment as well as tissue regeneration in cases of injury or trauma.2 To improve 

these effects, different drug formulations should be administered at their optimal dose and 

treatment exposure periods. However, simple drug delivery systems only partly fulfill these needs 

independently; thus, controlled dual drug release systems are required. Although a few studies 

have addressed the fabrication of dual drug delivery systems (DDS),3 controllability over the 

release of the second drug has remained an issue,4 limiting the purpose of dual delivery and 

potentially yielding adverse effects from drug overexposure. 

The majority of reported dual DDS contain hydrogel as a primary component of drug 

encapsulation. Since the first synthetic hydrogels were formulated,5 the use of hydrogel technology 

has been broadened to many fields including food additives,6 regenerative medicine,7 tissue 

engineering,8 diagnostics,9 biomedical implants,10 as well as pharmaceuticals11 and drug 

delivery.12 Hydrogels comprise three-dimensional network structures possessing unique properties 

such as porosity, strength, and swelling in aqueous environments that can be tuned over a wide 

range of parameters, making them ideal for use in DDS.13 However, for biological and drug 

delivery purposes, the range of natural as well as synthetic hydrophilic polymers is restricted based 

on their biocompatibility and biodegradability. Notably, hydrogels based on poly amino acids 

(homo-, di-, or multi-block polymers)14 have recently emerged as promising physical candidates 
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especially suitable for controlled drug delivery owing to their ready formation, assembly, and 

stimuli responsiveness.15 However, these hydrogels also exhibit limitations like the slow and 

inefficient uptake of drugs by sorption and limited loading potential especially for hydrophobic 

drugs.16 Furthermore, the crosslinking reaction may conjoin the drug to the hydrogel or 

compromise its chemical integrity, restricting drug delivery, whereas the hydrogel itself may 

exhibit non-biodegradability and composition problems 

As an alternative, polymeric micelle-based DDS17 offer the ease of self-assembly, exhibit distinct 

stability in soluble states, and contain well-defined hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains that 

markedly improve hydrophobic drug solubility, allowing high drug loading capability. Conversely, 

limitations include overall micelle stability, dose control, long-term release, and site specific drug 

delivery. However, recent advances in establishing complex DDS suggest the potential for 

developing a delivery formulation providing simultaneous gelation and a better degree of drug 

loading in an aqueous environment. 

Accordingly, we aimed to design a system capable of sustaining hydrogel integrity as well as 

providing better controllability over drug release through drug encapsulation in micellar nano-

reservoirs. The amphiphilic di-block polypeptide-based micelle-hydrogel18 composite described 

here integrates these two strategies (micelles and hydrogels) in a single entity for controlled and 

switchable drug co-delivery. 
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2.2 Materials and methods 

2.2.1 Materials  

ε-Benzyloxycarbonyl-L-lysine (H-Lys (Z)-OH), γ-benzyl-L-glutamic acid (H-Glu (OBzl)-OH), 

phenylalanine (H-phe-OH), trifluoroacetic acid, and 30 % hydrogen bromide (HBr) in acetic acid  

were purchased from Watanabe Chemical IND., Ltd. (Hiroshima, Japan). N, N-

dimethylformamide (DMF) anhydrous, hexane (anhydrous), and tetrahydrofuran (THF) were 

acquired from Kanto Chemical Co., Inc. (Tokyo, Japan). Diethyl ether and dimethyl sulfoxide 

(DMSO) were bought from Nacalai Tesuque (Kyoto, Japan). Triphosgene and curcumin (Cur) 

were purchased from Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan). Amphotericin B (AmpB) 

and genipin were purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd. (Osaka, Japan) and 

Amatek Chemical Co., Ltd. (Hong Kong,) respectively. Phosphotungstic acid was bought from 

Sigma Aldrich (Tokyo, Japan). All chemicals were used as received. 

2.2.2 Synthesis of N-carboxyanhydrides of Amino Acids.  

 Synthesis of N-carboxyanhydrides (NCA) of L-lysine (Lys (Z)-NCA), L-glutamic acid (Glu 

(OBzl)-NCA), and L-phenylalanine (Phe-NCA) was performed using the protocol reported by 

Farthing and Reynolds19 using triphosgene. Briefly, for the preparation of Lys (Z)-NCA, Lys (Z)-

OH (3 g, 10.71 mmol) was suspended in a two-neck flask in tetrahydrofuran (THF) (30 mL). 

Triphosgene (3.17 g, 10 mmol) in THF (20 mL) was added to the suspension with stirring at 50 °C 

under reflux for 3 h until the solution turned clear. After 3 h, the excess phosgene was removed 

from the solution under reduced pressure. The crude product thus obtained was re-suspended in 

THF and was poured in n-hexane to yield a white precipitate that was recrystallized twice in a 

mixture of THF/n-hexane. Yield: 2.3 g; 7.5 mmol; 75 %. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, dimethylsulfoxide 

(DMSO)-d6, 25 °C): 1.29–1.44 (m, 4H, J=7.2 Hz), 1.56–1.82 (m, 2H, J=6.7 Hz), 3.01 (q, 2H, J=5.3 
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Hz), 4.43 (t, 1H, J=6.2), 5.03 (s, 1H), 7.37 (m, 5H, J= 7.1 Hz), 9.011 (s, 1H). 13C-NMR (400 MHz, 

DMSO-d6): 21.66 (s), 28.82 (s), 30.69 (s), 40.3 (s; masked by DMSO multiplet), 57.07 (s), 65.19 

(s), 127.78 (s), 127.83 (s), 128.40 (s), 137.31 (s), 152.04 (s), 156.16 (s), 171.72 (s).  

Glu(OBzl)-NCA and Phe-NCA were also prepared following a similar protocol.  

Glu(OBzl)-NCA Yield: 2.12 g; 8.01 mmol; 64 %. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C, TMS): 

1.07–1.25 (m, 2H, J= 5.4 Hz), 1.68 (t, 2H, J= 6.1 Hz), 3.63 (t, 1H, J= 7.8 Hz), 4.24 (s, 2H), 6.52 

(m, 5H, J= 5.9 Hz), 8.25 (m, 1H, J=7.4 Hz). 13C-NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): 26.45 (s), 29.11 (s), 

56.24 (s), 65.75 (s), 125.03 (s), 128.10 (s), 128.49 (s), 136.05 (s), 151.91 (s), 171.38 (s), 171.75 

(s). 

Phe-NCA Yield: 2.43 g; 12 mmol; 82 %. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C): 3.04–3.23 (m, 

2H, J= 6.9 Hz), 4.82 (t, 1H, J= 8.3 Hz), 7.37 (m, 5H, J=5.1 Hz), 9.62 (s, 1H). 13C-NMR (400 MHz, 

DMSO-d6): 35.64 (s), 66.08 (s), 128.29 (s), 128.53 (s), 128.98 (s), 136.91 (s), 154.01 (s), 170.72 

(s). 

2.2.3 Synthesis of PLL-PPA and PGA-PPA Di-block Copolymers.   

The block copolymers PZLL-b-PPA and P(OBzl)GA-b-PPA were synthesized in a two-step 

process: firstly, the hydrophilic block (of either glutamic acid or lysine) was synthesized by ring-

opening polymerization of the respective NCA. For this, 7 mmol Lys (Z)-NCA (2 g)/Glu (OBzl)-

NCA (1.8 g) was dissolved in 5 mL dimethylformamide with n-hexylamine (9.5 μL, 0.07 mmol) 

used as the initiator and stirred for 48 h at room temperature. Upon complete utilization of the first 

block monomer, Phe-NCA (0.67 g, 0.35 mmol) was added as the second hydrophilic block and 

stirred for another 36 h, and then precipitated with an excess of diethyl ether under vigorous stirring. 

Then, the viscous polymer was again dissolved in dimethylformamide and re-precipitated with 
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diethyl ether to give a white solid of PZLL-PPA or P(OBzl)GA-PPA. The polymers were dried 

under vacuum at room temperature. De-protection was performed by dissolving the polymers in 

trifluoroacetic acid and 33 % HBr/CH3COOH followed by stirring for 10 h at room temperature. 

The de-protected polymers were precipitated with an excess of diethyl ether to obtain white solids 

that were dried in vacuum at room temperature for 48 h to yield PLL-PPA and PGA-PPA.  

2.2.4 Characterization.   

1H and 13C NMR spectra were obtained at 25 °C on a Bruker AVANCE III 400 spectrometer 

(Bruker BioSpin Inc., Fällanden, Switzerland) in DMSO-d6. Gel permeation chromatography 

(GPC) measurements were performed before de-protection of the polypeptides using a Shodex 

GPC101 (Yokohama, Japan) with a connection column system of 803 and 807 and equipped with 

Jasco 830 RI and Jasco UV-2075 plus detectors using pullulan as a molecular weight standard. 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) was performed using a Hitachi H-7100 TEM (Tokyo, 

Japan). Samples were prepared by adding the micellar solution onto a copper mesh and allowing 

it to dry. The dried sample was stained with phosphotungstic acid and observed.  

2.2.5 Formation of Micelles.   

For the preparation of micelles (empty), a 2 % (w/v) solution of amphiphilic polypeptide was 

prepared separately in DMSO and stirred for 2 h to ensure complete dissolution. This solution was 

then dropped into distilled water under continuous stirring. The resulting solution was transferred 

into a dialysis bag (MWCO 3500) and dialyzed against distilled water with a change in solvent 2–

3 times a day for 2 days.  

2.2.6 Critical Micellar Concentration (CMC) Determination.   

Pyrene was used as a hydrophobic probe for the determination of CMC values of the PLL-b-PPA 

and PGA-b-PPA micelles. Pyrene solution in acetone (100 µL, 6 × 10−6 mol L−1) was added into 
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two sets of aliquots and the acetone was allowed to evaporate. Then, 1.0-mL micellar (PLL-PPA 

or PGA-PPA) solutions at various concentrations were added to the aliquots and incubated 

overnight with continuous shaking. Pyrene was excited at 334 nm using a Jasco FP-8600 

spectrofluorometer (Oklahoma City, OK, USA). A red shift in the excitation peak was observed 

upon varying the concentration of the polymer. The ratio of fluorescence intensity as a function of 

log of concentration of polymer was plotted to determine the CMC value. 

2.2.7 Stability.  

 Micelle size was measured on a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern, UK). For stability testing, 

the micelle solutions were prepared and micelle size was measured in a polystyrene cuvette over 

7 days. For drug loaded micelles, the loaded micelles were suspended in phosphate buffered saline 

(PBS) buffer and size was recorded over 2 weeks. All samples had a concentration of 

approximately 1 mg mL−1 and were filtered through an 0.8-μm Millex GP filter (Merck Millipore 

Ltd., Billerica, MA, USA) prior to measurement. 

2.2.8 Loading of AmpB and Cur in Micelles.   

For drug loading, 20 mg AmpB/Cur were dissolved in 2 mL DMSO. Then, 100 mg polymer 

solution was added to the prepared drug solution and stirred for 2 h. The polymer and drug solution 

was next added to 10 mL distilled water dropwise with continuous stirring. The obtained solution 

was lyophilized using the freeze dry method for storage and further use.  

2.2.9 Drug loading Efficiency.   

To determine loading efficiency, 10 mg drug-loaded micelles were weighed into a mini centrifuge 

tube and reconstituted in 500 μL DMSO for complete dissolution of micelles into free polymers. 

After filtration, the concentration was recorded using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer. AmpB 
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concentration was measured by spectroscopy at 368 nm and Cur was measured at 426 nm against 

a standard calibration curve.20 The following formula was used for calculation: 

% Loading efficiency =  
amount of drug in micelles

amount of total drug loaded
 × 100      (1) 

2.2.10 Preparation of Hydrogels.   

The hydrogels were prepared by cross-linking between genipin and the amino group in PLL-b-

PPA polymers. The freeze-dried drug-loaded micelles were dissolved in deionized water (2% w/v 

of each) and the resultant solutions were stirred for at least 2 h to ensure that the polypeptides were 

dissolved in completely. Genipin (0.5–2.5 % w/v) was mixed with the polypeptide solution and 

was allowed to stand for 20 h to form dark blue hydrogels. The gelation and time of gelation of 

the cross-linked polypeptide hydrogels were investigated using the vial tilting method. 

2.2.11 Drug Release.   

A standard shape (circular disc with height of 5 mm) of micelle-hydrogel was cut using a punch 

of 10 mm diameter and was immersed in 50 mL PBS. The PBS was subsequently changed every 

4 h and the collected PBS was used to measure the amount of drug at fixed time points using 

spectroscopy. The standard sample was prepared by dissolving both Amp B and Cur and recording 

standard curves at different λmax for both Cur and Amp B to account for the interference arising 

from the action of one drug on another during the recording of absorbance in the dual drug release 

studies. 

2.2.12 Swelling Study.   

The swelling ratios of genipin cross linked micelle-hydrogels composites were measured at 37 °C. 

Equal size (circular disc of diameter 10 mm and height 5 mm) hydrogel samples were punched 

from fresh made composites and were weighed and immersed in PBS at pH 7.4 for 24 h. Then, the 
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samples were gently removed from the buffer and gently wiped with filter paper to remove the 

excess buffer on the surface. These composites were then weighed. The swelling percentage was 

calculated as follows: 

Swelling Percentage =  
Wt−Wo

Wo
 × 100                                      (2) 

Here, Wo denotes the weight of the composite before swelling and Wt is weight of composite after 

24 h swelling in the buffer 

2.2.13 Circular Dichorism.  

The secondary structure changes of the synthesized polypeptides were studies by far-UV circular 

dichroism (CD) spectra before and after pH treatment. The concentration of polypeptide was 

prepared 20 μM and the spectrum was recorded in a cuvette of path length 0.5 cm, using a JASCO-

820 spectropolarimeter. Each spectrum was baselinecorrected and was collected as an average of 

three scans at a scan rate of 200 nm min−1 and a response time of 2 second. 
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2.3 Results and discussion 

 

Figure 2.1 Preparation of micelle hydrogel composite. (a) Schematic structure of prepared copolymers. (b) Schematic 

representation of composite preparation based on genipin crosslinking. (c) Schematic representation of crosslinking 

by genipin and (d) photograph of the genipin crosslinked micelle-hydrogel composite before and after gelation and as 

a self-standing gel. 

 

We successfully employed the highly condensed ampholytic micelles and demonstrated controlled 

dual drug release from their core. As shown in Figure 2.1, the proposed micelle-hydrogel 

composite constitutes two distinct drug-loaded nano-reservoirs (differently charged in differing 

crosslinking environments), providing mutually exclusive drug release profiles beneficial for 

synergistic wound healing. The drug-loaded composites were characterized for drug release profile 
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switching ability in vitro under various pH, composition, and cross linking conditions to provide 

sufficient groundwork for clinical trials.  

 

Scheme 2.1 Representation of the preparation of polypeptides by ring opening polymerization of NCA and 

subsequent de-protection. 

 

A facile fabrication strategy was followed to develop micelle-hydrogel composite development. 

Briefly, two different amphiphilic di-block polypeptides were synthesized (Figure 1a) in N,N-

dimethylformamide by ring opening polymerization21 using Nε-benzyloxycarbonyl-L-lysine-Nα-

carboxy anhydride (Lys (Z)-NCA) and L-phenylalanine NCA (Phe-NCA) to yield the cationic 

amphiphile poly (L-lysine-b-L-phenyl alanine) (PLL-PPA), and with γ-benzyl-L-glutamate NCA 

(Glu (OBzl)-NCA) and Phe-NCA yielding poly (L-glutamic acid-b-L-phenylalanine) (PGA-PPA) 

as the anionic amphiphile (after subsequent de-protection) at ambient temperature as shown in 

Scheme 2.1. The synthesized NCA monomers were characterized using 1H-NMR and 13C NMR 

and di-block polypeptides were characterized by 1H-NMR and GPC (Table 2.1). The polypeptide 

molecular weight was controlled by the initiator to monomer molar ratio and examined using a 

time course study showing well-controlled polymer molecular weights with narrow polydispersity 

index (Figure 2.2).  
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Table 2.1 Overview of polypeptides synthesized using NCA amino acid polymerization. 

 

 

Polymer 

DP 

Mn X 103 PDIb 

CMC 

(mg mL-

1) 

Micelle 

sizec 

(nm) 

Block a 

(PLL / 

PGA) 

Block b 

(PPA) 

PLL200-PPA5 187 4.1 51.13 1.17 0.67 472 

*PLL100-PPA5 91 4.7 28.93 1.23 0.22 196 

PGA200-PPA5 193 3.9 35.80 1.32 0.43 368 

*PGA100-PPA5 88 4.3 18.33 1.15 0.15 173 

Figure 2.2 Molecular weight (Mn) and the PDI as a function of monomer conversion showing 

the controllability of the polymerization reaction; a. PLL block and b. PGA block 
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Among all the synthesized polypeptides, the polypeptides with hydrophilic to hydrophobic block 

ratio of 100:5 were used for preparing micelle-hydrogel composites and investigating in-vitro dual 

drug release. This ratio of hydrophilic to hydrophobic group was optimized studying the solubility 

of the synthesized polymers in water, as the polymers with higher than 5 mole percent of PPA tend 

to be less soluble in water and showed considerably higher CMC. These di-block polypeptides 

readily self-assembled into micelles in aqueous solution (Figure 2.1b); micelle morphology was 

studied using TEM and dynamic light scattering (DLS), revealing a spherical shape for both 

(Figure 2.3). Average hydrodynamic diameters were 170 and 195 nm for PGA-PPA and PLL-PPA, 

respectively, at physiological pH (Figure 2.4) vs. 10–15 nm in TEM, wherein the charged shell 

(PLL/PGA) block was dehydrated and thus packed in tightly coiled helices, which on interaction 

with water swelled considerably (10–15 times their original diameter). 22 

 

Figure 2.3 Particle size characterization of prepared micelles by transmission electron microscopy. (a) 

and (c) show PGA-PPA micelles before and after Amphotericin B loading and (b) and (d) show PLL-

PPA micelles before and after loading of curcumin. 
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Figure 2.4 Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) results (a) and (c) show PLL-PPA micelles before and after curcumin 

loading; (b) and (d) show PGA-PPA micelles before and after loading of amphotericin B; (e) and (f) showing the 

change in hydrodynamic diameter of PLL100-PPA5 and PGA100-PPA5 at pH 9.0 and 4.0 respectively. 

 

To confirm this swelling behavior, micelle size was studied at various pH, with substantial size 

decrease upon transition from charged to uncharged states (e.g., PLL-PPA hydrodynamic diameter 

of 102 nm at pH 9.0 and PGA-PPA diameter of 76 nm at pH 4.0 (Figure 2.4 e and f). A critical 
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micelle concentration (CMC) value of 0.15 and 0.22 mg mL-1 was seen for PGA100-PPA5 and 

PLL100-PPA5 (subscripts indicating the block ratio at feed) respectively (Figure 2.5). 

 

However, although block copolymers with smaller block sizes, especially the hydrophobic block 

(as herein) may show a higher CMC in water, the PLL-PPA and PGA-PPA di-blocks showed a 

low formed micelle CMC value, indicating high polypeptide micellization efficiency through π-π 

stacking23 of the benzyl groups of the phenyl alanine block in the core, and also leading to high 

stability. In colloidal systems, the ζ-potential predicts stability in terms of suspension aggregation, 

Figure 2.5 CMC determination of (a) PGA-PPA and (b) PLL-PPA. Intensity ratio 

(339/334) of pyrene vs. logarithm concentration of polypeptide. 
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with a stable system exhibiting a ζ -potential magnitude > ±30 mV.24 Here, DLS also showed 

micelle stability as a function of size, with fair stability in aqueous solution over 14 days with 

minimal degradation or aggregation (Figure 2.6). This may be attributed to the highly charged 

shells, arising from ionizable side chain groups in the hydrophilic part of the polypeptides yielding 

a ζ-potential of 68 and −63 mV at physiological pH for PLL100-PPA5 and PGA100-PPA5, 

respectively, repelling any between-micelle ionic interactions.25  

 

To assess the potential of the DDS for delivery of wound healing agents, the prepared micelle 

cores were used as nano-reservoirs for the model drugs curcumin (Cur) and amphotericin B 

(AmpB) to generate the drug-loaded micelle-hydrogel composites, with high loading efficiency 

(76.5 % and 87.4 %) in PLL-PPA and PGA-PPA, respectively. Cur has been shown to have 

efficacy toward wound healing26 and AmpB was used as a model fungicidal drug, critical for 

preventing topical wound sepsis.27 These core-loaded nano-reservoirs were then crosslinked using 

the free -NH2 (Figure 2.1c) groups in the PLL-PPA micelle shell via the water soluble 

Figure 2.6 Stability of micelles over time. Diameter as observed by DLS shows fair stability 

of micelles with almost no aggregation. 
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biocompatible cross linker genipin28 to form a hydrogel network of characteristic dark blue color 

with free PGA-PPA micelles trapped inside the network. The sol to gel transition was confirmed 

by the tube inversion method and stable self-standing gels were observed (Figure 2.1d). 

 

Figure 2.7 In vitro drug release profiles of the polymer micelles at different pH and crosslinking values (pH 3.0, 7.4, 

and 11) at constant cross linker concentration (1 % of genipin). (a) Curcumin; (b) amphotericin B; and (c) and (d) 

switchability of drug release profiles at pH 3 and 11, respectively. (e) and (f) show the biphasic release of drugs from 

composites, when the surrounding buffer was switched from one pH to another. 

 

Because of the ionizable properties of the micelle-hydrogel composites, we next investigated their 

pH responsiveness. A 4 % w/v (2 % each of PLL-PPA and PGA-PPA) micellar mixture was gelled 

using 1.0 % genipin; this gelation condition was used throughout study unless stated otherwise, 
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and was then subjected to drug release assessment in different pH environments (pH 3, 7, and 11) 

(Figure 2.7 a and b). The drug release profile clearly indicated that the drug loaded composite was 

susceptible to change in pH. The cationic PLL-PPA micelles showed a rushed release of Cur at 

pH 11, with a slower release at lower pH. In contrast, PGA-PPA micelles showed an opposite trend 

with burst release at pH 3 and an extended release profile at higher pH. As the PLL and PGA 

blocks surpassed their respective pKa (8.2 and 4.3) and moved to a relatively uncharged state, both 

lysine and glutamic acids, which are known for their helix forming ability in an uncharged state,29 

attained a helix conformation. Change in pH from 3 to 11 caused rapid deprotonation of L-lysine 

side chains in micelles; a similar transition was seen for PGA upon pH change from 11 to 3, 

whereupon the carboxylic groups of glutamic acid side chains gained a proton to become neutral. 

Advancement from charged to uncharged states changed the micelle hydrophilic chain 

conformations. The random coil states tended to form a highly ordered helix conformation causing 

shrinking of the hydrophilic segment with marked decrease in the water solubility.30 This transition 

can be clearly seen in the change in the CD spectra of the polypeptides at different pH (Figure 2.8). 

This, thus generates a strain on the micellar core, resulting in rapid drug leakage from the micelles. 

As both micelles showed this transition going toward the opposite end of the pH scale, a reverse 

trend in micellar behavior was recorded that could be switched by changing the pH (Figure 2.7 c 

and d). To further confirm our assumptions regarding the switchability in terms of drug release 

profile, we subjected the composites to a sudden change in pH and studied the cumulative release 

rate. As seen in Figure 2.7 e and f, a biphasic release curve was observed with a sudden jump in 

release rate when subjected to drastic pH changes, which supported our claim. Although this 

outcome is not closely related to the biological environment as such drastic pH difference is rarely 

observed in vivo, the switchable profile of the prepared composite through environmental changes 
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including pH is notable. Therefore, the feature of environmentally responsive switchability allows 

drug delivery systems to be dramatically controlled with respect to their swelling behavior, drug 

permeability, and release profile in response to variations in the pH or ionic strength of the 

surrounding fluid, which may be useful for modulated drug delivery.  

 

Figure 2.8 CD spectra of PGA-PPA (top) and PLL-PPA (bottom) at pH showing their respective transitions from 

random coil to α-helix at change in pH. 
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Figure 2.9 In vitro drug release profiles of the polymer micelles at different crosslinking values at pH 7.4. (a) 

Curcumin; (b) amphotericin B; and (c) and (d) release profile switching at different cross linker concentrations 

 

To better understand the switching ability of the formed composites for drug release, we 

investigated their drug release profiles over various crosslinking densities by using cross linker 

concentrations at 0.5, 1, 2.5, and 5 %. This yielded opposite trends in drug release pattern at pH 

7.4 for both micelle groups. Cur loaded in PLL-PPA micelles showed marked drug release rate 

decrease from 70 to 38 % with increased cross linker concentration from 0.5 to 5 % (Figure 2.9a) 

whereas Amp B loaded in PGA-PPA micelles showed a positive trend from 45 to 91 % with 

increased genipin concentration, showing burst release in higher gel concentrations (2.5 and 5 %) 

(Figure 2.9b). With increased genipin concentration, more –NH2 PLL side groups are involved in 

inter- and intra-micelle crosslinking. And as the crosslinking density increases, the micelle shells 

are more stabilized to firmly hold the core. And this leads to a more stable hydrophobic core of 
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the PLL-PGA micelles and the leaching of the drug from the core is slowed down sustainably, 

leading to slower drug release (figure 2.9c). Oppositely as the cross linker concentration increases 

the PGA-PPA micelles which are trapped among the PLL-PPA crosslinked systems become 

extensively constrained due to lack of proper space, as the interlinking among PLL-PPA micelles 

increases and PGA-PPA experience a higher distorting stress as they are held in a tightly packed 

situation, stressing the unbound AmpB-loaded PGA-PPA micelles.31 In turn, PGA-PPA micelles 

succumb to the stress32 and core structure disruption leads to a burst release of Amp B from the 

micelles (Figure 2.9d). Thus, two differing pharmacokinetic drug profiles occurred by changing 

the cross linker concentration, which may be conducive to tailoring micelle-hydrogel composites 

for optimum drug release over a sustained period without causing unnecessary drug leakage and 

thus instigating toxicity. 

 

Figure 22.10 Variations in zeta potential of various ratios of PLL-PPA: PGA-PPA micelles. 

 

Finally, we examined the role of surface charges resulting from the interplay of charges in the 

block polypeptide shells on the composite drug release profiles. The PLL-PPA and PGA-PPA 

micelle composition (% w/w) was systematically varied to achieve mixed micellar solutions (1:0, 
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1:0.5, 1:1, 1:2, and 0:1) with charges from 68 to −63 mV (Figure 2.10). The first four systems were 

also crosslinked to form composites (as no –NH2 groups were available for crosslinking in the 0:1 

ratio) and their drug release profiles assessed at pH 7.4 (Figure 2.11). PLL-PPA micelle 

crosslinking provided considerable stability toward swelling upon higher positive surface charge, 

yielding faster drug release in 68 and 23 mV composites with no burst release; at negative surface 

charge, the crosslinked micelle remained unaffected by the swelling, exhibiting sustained drug 

release. Conversely, micelle hydrogel composites with high surface charge (both positive and 

negative) showed rapid AmpB release whereas those with low net charge showed sustained release. 

This could be due to differential composite swelling rates based on surface charge (Figure 2.12). 

 

Figure 2.11 Percent drug release against time from (a) curcumin release from loaded PLL-PPA micelles and (b) 

amphotericin B release from loaded PGA-PPA micelles, at different ζ-potentials. 
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This kinetic trend of faster PGA-PPA drug release with higher surface charge may act as an 

efficient tool for dual drug delivery at wound sites to accelerate healing; as initial sepsis may delay 

the wound healing process.33 A burst release of antibiotic and/or antifungal drugs in the first phase 

may be beneficial for avoiding sepsis in the exposed wound, whereas sustained release may aid 

wound closure. 

 

Figure 2.12 The equilibrium swelling ratios of the composites with varying ratios of PLL-PPA: PGA-PPA. (n=3) 

 

Further, the effect of temperature on the drug release profile of the micelles-hydrogel composite 

was also studied and optimized. As seen in Figure 2.13, the higher temperatures like 50 °C and 

60 °C show a relative short-term release behavior compared to that at lower temperatures. However, 

the release behavior of Curcumin from the PLL-PPA micelles shows a better and sustained long-

term release in comparison to Amphotericin loaded micelles and is markedly dependent on 

environmental temperature. As perceived in the figure, both micelles being of similar chemical 

nature (polypeptides) behave similarly to temperature changes i.e. the increase in temperature 

evidently increases the amount of drug release from the micelles. This could be due to the fact that 
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as temperature rises the polypeptides chains attain a high entropy confirmation with least 

stabilizing interactions among themselves, which causes the micelles to lose its structure and thus 

the retardation of the molecule diffusion from its core tends to be weak. As a result, the release 

rates of both Amp and Cur are accelerated with increasing temperatures. 

 

 

Figure 2.11 Percent drug release against time from (a) curcumin release from loaded PLL-PPA micelles and (b) 

amphotericin B release from loaded PGA-PPA micelles, at different temperatures.  

 

This proves that prepared system is thus tunable to highest degree of needs not just to show 

switchability and opposite release profile but also works well at optimum biological conditions 

giving similar drug release profiles of two different drugs and making it suitable for wide range of 

applications.  
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2.4 Conclusion 

These results indicate that our micelle-hydrogel composite, with excellent tunable properties and 

controllable multidrug release, may serve as a potential dual drug release system. This polypeptide-

based delivery system displays distinctive advantages for clinical application, such as  

1) Combinational drug delivery: the dual DDS can solve the problem of substandard therapeutic 

effects of single DDS;  

2) Independent drug release: each drug can be released from the micelle-hydrogel composite 

system independently without affecting the release of the other;  

3) Tunability: our composite contains two oppositely charged polypeptide micelles that 

differentially interact with various environments and present distinctive, well-controlled 

pharmacokinetic drug release profiles; and  

4) Ease of handling: the micelle hydrogel composite is simple to prepare and the drug release 

behaviors can be easily tailored by varying composite preparation parameters.  

We expect that the amphiphilic polypeptide based micelle-hydrogel composite system may 

provide a promising solution as a dual-drug carrier with controlled release behavior of each drug 

for combined therapy applications. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

In-vivo testing and measurement of efficacy of 

composites in wound healing 
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3.1 Introduction 

Through the last few decades, greater attention has been given towards the development of new 

dressing materials to help wound healing.1 Although conventional (non-occlusive) wound 

dressings, that provide dry wound healing conditions, still acquire the largest section of the 

dressing materials, but in present days the use of occlusive dressings,2 hydrocolloid,3 and hydrogel 

dressings,4 which offer hydrated wound healing conditions, has improved considerably. The next 

vital phase in the development of new dressing materials is the development of dressing materials 

capable of delivering active molecules/ drugs at the wound site. The easiest example of which can 

be growth factor/drug loaded dressings, because of the well-known fact that topical or exogenous 

application of active substances directly at the wound site improves healing.  

Wound healing is a series of complex and well-orchestrated events occurring after an injury or 

physical trauma to the skin,5 with an aim of complete restoration of the integrity of damage tissue 

and reinstatement of this functional barrier.6 However in some extreme situations (i.e. traumas 

with large full-depth skin damages)7, complete re-epithelialization takes longer.8 Therefore, 

extensive studies are being concentrated on wound dressing systems to promote better wound 

healing and to reduce scar formation.9 

But the process of healing is disturbed by dehydration of wound10 which compromises the ideal 

atmosphere to help the healing process. Therefore, keeping the moisture of the wound is of prime 
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importance for effective and fast wound healing. In such cases hydrogels are a promising 

candidates, with ability to absorb wound exudates,11 check wound dehydration, and allow inflow 

of oxygen. Furthermore, along with the hydrated environment that hydrogels provide. They can 

serve an additional purpose of delivering bioactive substances directly to the wound in a sustained 

behavior.  

Curcumin,12 is the principle curcuminoid and active component of Curcuma longa. Chemically, it 

is known as diferuloylmethane or 1,7-bis(4-hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl)-1,6-heptadiene-3,5-dione, 

is a naturally occurring low molecular weight polyphenolic phytoconstituent. Curcumin in the 

form of turmeric (powder of dried rhizome of Curcuma longa, and has been widely and 

predominantly used in Asian countries especially India13, China in the form dyeing material,14 

flavoring agent,15 and in many forms of customary medical practices to treat a range of 

inflammatory and chronic ailments. Various studies on curcumin have shown to exhibit evidences 

in support of its numerous pharmacological benefits, such as anti-oxidant,16 anti-inflammatory,17 

anti-bacterial,18 anti-viral,19 anti-tumor,20 as well as hyperlipidemic activities. It has been described 

that administration of curcumin both topically and orally is effective in rapid wound healing. Yet, 

the therapeutic efficacy of curcumin is restricted because of its poor solubility in aqueous media, 

reduced oral bioavailability, and high fist pass metabolism. Another disadvantage that curcumin 

faces is the means of application, as it being a polyphenol can result in toxic reaction if applied in 
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a highly concentrated dose. Hence, a water soluble formulation with controlled release property 

would be preferred for clinical application of curcumin. 

So, the purpose of this study was to evaluate the in vivo biocompatibility and efficacy of a new 

micelle-hydrogel composite system prepared (discussed in chapter 2) for wound dressing, and 

serving as reservoir capacities for the sustained delivery of curcumin. This new hydrogel consists 

of polypeptide micelles cross-linked with genipin, both of which are biocompatible and are 

frequently used for medical purposes. Furthermore, this chapter discusses the evaluation of the 

prepared composites for in vivo wound healing activity test in full-thickness excision wound model. 

Besides, biomechanical tests, biochemical analysis, and histopathological examinations were 

conducted to investigate the therapeutic effects of curcumin loaded micelle hydrogel composites 

on rat cutaneous wound models. 
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3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Wound creation 

A standard full thickness excision wound was created for the study purpose. At day 0, mice were 

anaesthetized (chloroform and air) and the dorsum shaved and cleaned (saline-soaked gauze, then 

swabbed with 70% IMS). A single full-thickness wound (20 mm x 20 mm) created in the left 

dorsal flank skin of each rat to the depth of loose subcutaneous tissues and the wounds were left 

open. Animals were divided into four groups (6 rats per group), wounds were topically treated 

with a single application of blank hydrogels (without drug), Low conc. hydrogels (hydrogels 

loaded with low concentration of curcumin 0.5 mg), or High conc. hydrogels Cur–M–H 

((hydrogels loaded with low concentration of curcumin 1.5 mg), respectively the last group was 

dressed in medical gauge and termed as control. On top of all wounds, a piece of Tegaderm (3M, 

USA) was applied to prevent the rats from removing the treatments. On experimental wounding, 

animals were housed in individual cages, maintained at an ambient temperature of 23C, with 12-

hour light/dark cycles.  Mice were provided with food and water ad libitum. 

For biochemical studies, histopathological examinations, and antioxidant analysis (3 rats per 

group), all animals were scarified under anesthesia at day 4 and day 8 after surgery, because the 

maximal changes occur during the first week after wounding. Wound collagen content, granulation 
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tissue formation, wound maturity, and SOD and catalase activity were investigated in detail 

according to the methods mentioned below. 

3.2.2  Histopathologic examination 

The removed skin specimens along with wounded area from each rat group were collected to 

evaluate the histopathological alterations. The collected specimens were fixed in 10% buffered 

formalin, processed, embedded in paraffin, and then sectioned perpendicular to the wound surface 

into thin sections following standard protocols. Sections were stained with hematoxylin–eosin 

(H&E) and DAPI (4', 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) and Iba 1. All sections were analyzed using 

light microscopy (Biozero keyence bz 8000). 

3.2.3 Wound healing and wound closure evaluation 

Immediately following wounding; and subsequently after dressing removal and cleansing with 

sterile saline at days 4 and 8 (following re-anaesthetisation, as above); wounds were digitally 

photographed together with an identity plate and calibration bar.  Scaled, digital images of each 

wound were used to measure wound closure, using Image J image analysis software. Wound 

closure measurements were calculated, by measuring the open wound area in each digital image, 

at each time point. Open wound areas were then expressed as a % of their original area, 

immediately upon wounding at day 0 by the formula give as: 
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% 𝑊𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 =
[𝑤𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑎𝑡 𝑑𝑎𝑦 0 − 𝑤𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑎𝑡 𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝑋]

𝑊𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑎𝑡 𝑑𝑎𝑦 0
 × 100 

3.2.4 Evaluation of granulation 

The level of granulation tissue deposition within wounds was semi-quantitatively scored from 

panoramic photomicrographs of H&E stained sections; taken from the center of each wound.  

These were scored by two experienced observers, who were unaware of the treatment group 

allocation, using a 5-point visual scoring scale. 

3.2.5 Evaluation of cranio-caudal wound contraction or re-epithelialization 

Percentage cranio-caudal contraction (a histological measure of central wound contraction, in a 

cranio-caudal direction) was determined using H&E stained sections through the center of wounds.  

Histological wound width calculations were expressed as a percentage of the original central 

wound width, from wound images taken at day 0. 

3.2.6 Inflammation study 

The extent of inflammation in the wounds was detected in each group of animals through DAPI 

and Iba 1 antibody staining of their tissue samples.  
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3.2.7 Evaluation of super oxide dismutase (SOD) 

Tissue sample from rats was perfused with PBS to remove any adhering red blood cells. 

Homogenize tissue or lyse cells in ice cold 0.1M Tris/HCl, pH 7.4 containing 0.5 % Triton X-100, 

5mM β-mercapto ethanol. The crude mixture thus obtained was centrifuged for 5 minutes at 4°C 

and the pellet contain the cell debris was discarded. The supernatant contains total enzyme activity 

from cytosolic and mitochondria. The supernatant was then tested for total SOD content through 

reduction of Nitro blue tetrazolium whose absorbance was measured at 560 nm.21 

3.2.8 Estimation of catalase 

The above specified supernatant as contains net enzymatic activity of the tissue system was tested 

for catalase as well. For catalase estimation the supernatant was mixed with H2O2 and decrease 

in the absorbance of H2O2 was recorded at 240 nm.22 

3.2.9 Estimation of collagen content 

The wounded tissue samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen and were freeze dried with subsequent 

lyophilization. The lyophilized samples were then incubated overnight in 0.5 M acetic acid and 

then followed by homogenization. The homogenate thus obtained was centrifuged and tested for 

total collagen content using Biovision total collagen assay kit (BVN K218-100). 
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3.2.10 Measurement of the mechanical properties of hydrogels 

The mechanical properties of the gel were measured using a strain-controlled rheometer (TA 

Instruments Model TA AR2000ex). A parallel geometry with plate diameter of 25 mm was 

employed. Hydrogels for the rheological studies were prepared in the same fashion as those for 

previous studies. 
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3.3 Results and Discussions 

Wound healing is distinct timeline of physical aspects (phases) consisting of the post-trauma repair 

process in case of an injury. In intact skin, the epidermis (upper layer) and dermis (deeper layer) 

form a defensive blockade against the external environment for our body. When the barrier is 

broken, i.e. the skin is injured a coordinated cascade of biochemical actions are brought into motion 

to heal the damage (figure 3.1). This includes various steps in order of:  

 Hemostasis (blood clotting): In the initial moments of injury, platelets in the blood begin 

to accumulate at the site of injury. This causes activation of platelets, and they release 

chemical signals to promote clotting. This results in the activation of fibrin, through a chain 

of well-designed events which forms a webbing and acts as "glue" to bind platelets to each 

other. This makes a clot that aids to close the opening in the blood vessel, preventing 

further bleeding. 

 Inflammation: This is an important phase in the process of wound healing. The cells 

damaged and dead during the injury are cleared out of the site. It also aids removal of 

bacteria and other infection causing pathogens. Phagocytic cells such as macrophages play 

a key role in this process. And simultaneously the platelets release growth factors to mature 

the wound into proliferative phase.  

 Proliferation: This phase marks the growth of new tissue at the injury site. This phase is 

onset with the starting of granulation, where the new cells migrate to the site of injury and 

proliferate. Angiogenesis, connective tissue deposition, re-epithelialization and wound 

contraction are key phenomenon occurring.  
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 Maturation (remodeling): Complete repair is done in this phase when, the remodeling and 

maturation of the cells occur. Connective tissues are rearranged along tension lines, and 

cells that have finished serving their purpose are strategically removed by programmed cell 

death, or apoptosis. 

 

Figure 3.1 The stages of wound healing.23 

 The bio efficacy of a newly formulated micelle-hydrogel composite as a wound dressing was 

evaluated in vivo by subcutaneous implantation studies in rat models. For this rats were 
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anesthetized and shaved. A template was marked at their dorsum and incision was made to yield a 

20 x 20 mm2 full depth excision wound. These wounds were subsequently dressed with hydrogels 

or gauge according to the experimental need followed by tegaderm, and were evaluated for various 

parameters over the period of 8 days.   

 

Figure 3.2 Macroscopic appearance of wound in the mice at day 0, 4 and 8 under different experimental groups. 

 

Evaluation of wound healing progress induced in rat models, by control, blank, LC and HC groups 

in the excision wound model is shown in Figure 3.2. Wounds treated with LC and HC group of 

micelle hydrogel composites showed noticeable dryness and any indication of any pathological 

fluid oozing out from the wounds was missing. In addition to that, there was no visible sign of 

occurrence of inflammation or infection in the wounds as compared to control or blank groups. 

Wound closure was analyzed in each group as a percentage of the reduction in wounded area at 
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day 4 and day 8 (Figure 3.3 a). Animals treated with high concentration of curcumin containing 

micelles (53.04 ± 4.26% at day 4; 87.32 ± 3.11% at day 8) showed more substantial wound closure 

than gels loaded with lower concentration of curcumin (22.23 ± 3.86% at day 4, 73.39 ± 4.03% at 

day 8), blank (15.12 ± 2.92% at day 4, 32.67 ± 3.81 % at day 8), and control groups (7.31 ± 3.64% 

at day 4, 18.73 ± 6.21% at day 8). As the image shows the wound started to close in 4 days in 

treated groups, and an appreciable wound closure was seen in the HC in comparison to other 

groups. In addition the treated wound (LC and HC) decreased in size without oozing or any visible 

signs of infection.  

 

Figure 3.3 a) wound closure % of different rat groups at day 4 and 8, b) residual wound size of the treated rats in 

comparison to day 0. 

 

The residual wound area was also determined in each rat group by measuring the open wound area 

after day 4 and 8 subsequently. Wound began to close since day 4 and residual wound sizes were 

seen to decrease in all rat groups by the end of day 8. A drastic reduction was seen in the residual 

wound area after 8 days of treatment with the HC gels (Figure 3.3 b) as they show the smallest 

wound size. In contrast the control group showed the largest residual wound area confirming the 

slow healing of wound. The decrease in surface area is an important parameter in wound healing 
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as to reduce the occurrence of infection and inflammation. Thus the results support the fact that 

the micelle hydrogel composite were able to accelerate wound healing. The other two groups blank 

and LC shows an intermediate response between control groups and HC. Overall, at day 4 and day 

8, wound contractions in HC group were significantly higher than those in other groups. 

 

Figure 3.4 The thickness of granulation in the tested animals a) Histological observation of the newly formed 

granulated tissue after day 8 and b) Graph showing the granulation thickness in the samples. 

 

Further to better evaluate the wound closure and microscopic level the effect of provided treatment 

on the process of granulation24 and re-epithelialization25 was studied. The hematoxylin and eosin 

stained tissue samples were studied for thickness of granulation tissue and extend of re-

epithelization. As seen in (Figure 3.4) there was a significant enhancement in the granulation of 

the samples treated with HC at day 8. However no significant improvement is seen in the 

granulation of control samples which show minimum or almost no granulation. The granulation in 

the LC was also improved owing to the regular supply of curcumin from the implanted gels. The 

blank samples showed moderated granulation better than that of control samples but significantly 

less than the treated samples.  
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Figure 3.5 The length of re-epithelialization in the different rat groups at day 4 and day 8. 

 

For re-epithelialization analysis, re-epithelialization was observed in all the test groups group at 

day 4 and day 8.  As observed in figure 3.5, there was no significant epithelial regeneration in 

blank and control groups after day 4 of the surgery. Conversely the LC and HC groups shows an 

enhanced formation of epithelial lining as early as 4 days after wounding. However, the re-

epithelialization was improved in all samples by day 8. These results were consistent with those 

of residual wound area. As seen in the figure 3.6 wound treated with HC shows a well-defined 

regenerated and differentiated epidermal layer in day 8 of the study, showcasing a fairly higher 

cell number and a relatively thick dermis than those of other samples. LC also showed an enhanced 

re-epithelialization but less than HC. On the other hand other samples showed an early on-going 

epithelial layer formation with poor granulation and traces of edema.  
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Figure 3.6 Histological observation of the regeneration of epithelial tissue in the wounds in different rat groups. The 

arrow indicate the point of wound edge and the dotted line gives the path of re-epithelialization. 

 

The hematoxylin and eosin staining26 has supported the enhanced wound healing in the rat groups 

treated with HC and LC. However to better understand the situation of the implanted gels we need 

to evaluate the inflammatory27 response at the site of implant to access the gel’s efficacy towards 

would healing gels. Several previous studies have discovered purposeful consequences of the 

innate immune response of the resident cells as well as the employed inflammatory cells (such as 

macrophages) during skin wound repair.  They not only fight invading microbes, contribute to 

scavenging of dead and decaying cells, but also crucially support the repair process by releasing a 
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spectrum of growth factors. However, due to the release of pro-inflammatory and cytotoxic 

mediators, uncontrolled activity of macrophages may also be detrimental to tissue repair. Indeed, 

imbalanced inflammation characterized by increased numbers of macrophages is a hallmark of an 

attenuated repair response in human diseases encompassing diabetes mellitus,28 vascular disease, 

and aging. So to evaluate this, we performed DAPI and Iba 1+ staining of the wounded tissue 

sections from different mice groups and studied the inflammatory response at day 4 and day 8 of 

wounding.  

And as seen clearly in figure 3.7, at day 4 of the wounding the control group showed an extremely 

high inflammatory response. As seen in the image, the day 4 in control group showed a massive 

accumulation of macrophages at the wound site marked with green dot (cytosol of macrophages 

stained with Iba 1+ antibodies). The accumulation of macrophages in control group showed a 

decrease toward the day 8 of wounding but still had significantly high deposition of macrophages 

in comparison to other groups. The blank showed second highest inflammatory response at day 4 

which showed a significant decline by day 8, showing that the wound has moved from 

inflammation phase towards proliferation phase with the onset of granulation as seen previously 

in figure 3.3. The other two samples (LC and HC) on the other hand showed least to no 

accumulation of macrophages at day 4, showing an enhanced wound healing with their 

proliferation phase has already started, this could also be seen by the large number of accumulated 

cells in LC and HC samples (blue dot) as marked by DAPI staining (which stains all nuclei in 

general). At day 4 a clear granulation is seen in HC samples through accumulation of non-

inflammatory cells, which by day 8 turns into a well-defined regeneration of epithelia. Similarly 

the LC samples also, show no visible sign of enhanced inflammation at day 4 and showing a clear 
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onset of re-epithelialization by day 8, supporting the claims of improved wound healing in our 

hydrogels treated groups. 

 

Figure 3.7 Evaluation of inflammatory response through DAPI and Iba1+ staining of tissue samples of different rat 

groups. Blue dots are nucleii of all cells stained by DAPI and green dots represent the macrophage cytosol stained 

by Iba1+ antibodies. 

 Also, apart from histological studies there other biochemical parameters to evaluate the efficiency 

of wound healing. For instance, few previous studies have clearly suggested that wounding induces 
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an increase of oxidative stress in the injured tissue which induces gene expression of SOD.29 But 

as we are using curcumin as our model drug, and attributed to the antioxidant activity of curcumin, 

oxidative stress of wounds should show a decreasing trend over the period of wound healing by 

scavenging superoxide radical created at the site of injury. And confirming our assumption, when 

the SOD content of the injured tissues were estimated a clear decrease in the net SOD content of 

the wound was seen. This not only indicated towards the better wound healing conditions but also 

supports our claim of a controlled release of curcumin from our micelle-hydrogel composite, 

slowly over a period of time to keep the oxidative stress under check. As seen in the figure 3.8, 

SOD level in the HC and LC groups showed a decline in both day 4 and 8 in comparison to blank 

and control groups which showed an increment in the level of SOD at day 8. 

 

Figure 3.8 The level of Super oxide dismutase (SOD) in the wounded tissue of different rat groups after day 4 and 8 

of the surgery. 

But subsequently, as the expression of SOD in low the superoxide radicals in tissue are were being 

converted to hydrogen peroxide. This hydrogen peroxide is also toxic for cells as well as hampers 

the wound healing process again by causing a different kind of oxidative stress which is milder 
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than that caused by superoxide radicals. And this in turn stimulates the expression of peroxide 

scavenging enzyme catalase. Therefore it is evident that lower the SOD activity, higher will be 

generation of peroxide and in turn higher will be the catalase30 activity.  And as clearly evident by 

the results seen in figure 3.9.  

 

Figure 3.9 The level of catalase in the wounded tissue of different rat groups after day 4 and 8 of the surgery. 

 

Thus, as seen above in LC and HC groups, SOD contents were low, and therein the content of 

catalase were high in both models. SOD level was radically low in HC treated group than that in 

blank or control groups. However the catalase was slightly higher in HC than that of LC, but still 

showed significant gap with blank and control groups. . It is clear, that with low SOD and high 

catalase content in the granulation tissues of group HC shows the highest wound healing efficacy 

in comparison to other groups. 

As it seen above, histopathologic results of the wounds that were treated under HC, LC blank and 

control groups on day 4 and day 8 of surgery show them in different stages of wound healing. And 
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as discussed earlier proliferative and maturation phases are the ones marking the better healing of 

wound and comprise of phenomenon like angiogenesis and connective tissue (collagen) deposition. 

So to strengthen our hypothesis towards the fact that our drug loaded micelle-hydrogel composites 

aid the process of wound healing, we estimated the net collagen content of the wounded tissues. 

Figure 3.10 depicts the net collagen content of the wounded tissues at 4 and 8 days of surgery.  

 

Figure 3.10 The total amount of collagen in the wounded tissue of different rat groups after day 4 and 8 of the 

surgery. 

 

As seen in the image, the results of total collagen31 content clearly acknowledges the previous 

results. The HC showed highest amount of collagen content among all the samples at day 4 as well 

as at day 8 strongly indicating an enhanced wound healing in comparison to other samples. This 

is in the agreement of the high granulation, re-epithelialization and lower inflammation stating that 

sample treated with HC has attained the late proliferative phase where the increased accumulation 

of the collagen fibers in the extra-cellular matrix region is occurring. In contrast, to other groups 
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LC has also showed a better total collagen content than blank and control showing a better wound 

healing.  

Further, a crucial parameter in wound healing process, is angiogenesis. As the pre-existing 

vascular network around the created wound is not sufficient to provide ample nutrients and oxygen 

to inflammatory injuries, ischemia caused due to vessel damage at the wound site.32 Therefore, the 

maintenance of cell viability in the wound and continuation of faster healing essentially requires 

the formation of new vasculature i.e angiogenesis.33 And as angiogenesis is the synthesis of new 

blood vessels which arises from dividing differentiated endothelial cells of the local vascular 

system, mononuclear cells, and bone marrow-derived circulating endothelial cells.34 Although, it 

is still debatable that whether or not the circulating cells can give escalate the formation of the 

luminal endothelium layer. But on the other hand, many of the trials have demonstrated that 

circulating CD31+ endothelial cells can form new blood vessels. 

On this basis we studied the circulating CD31+ cells at the wound site to see the development of 

new blood vessels. Detailed immunohistochemical staining with CD31+ cells allowed us to 

determine whether the formation of blood vessel is enhanced in the treated rats or not.  
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Figure 3.11 Evaluation of angiogenesis through CD31+ cells in the treated rat groups at 8 day. 

 

As seen in the figure 3.11 above the low concentration and high concentration groups showed high 

degree of CD31+ cells in comparison to the blank and control groups. This clearly shows that our 

treated groups show angiogenesis around the wounded area which actually approves our 

hypothesis of better wound healing in treated groups.  Although few more studies are required to 

confirm the angiogenesis as the circulation macrophages also show CD31 positivity. The above 

results clearly agree with our assumptions of our micelle hydrogel composite aiding to a better 

wound healing in case of trauma or excision of skin patches. 

But an obvious question arises after the above studies that if only one drug in the micelle-hydrogel 

composite can provide such an enhanced healing why to add two micelles or drug in the composite. 

This is because the present wounding was done in the controlled condition, which is not always 

the case naturally, and a second drug is mostly required (which can be a broad spectrum antibiotic 

or could be a growth factor) to accelerate healing. Moreover, other than this the second micelle in 
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the composite is required to maintain the structural integrity of the composite via an electrostatic 

interaction among the micelles. As seen in figure 3.12, the composite synthesized without the 

PGA-PPA micelles showed a very low storage modulus (G’) in range of 103 and loss modulus 

(G’’) from order of 102 in comparison to the composites with both the micelles were the storage 

and loss modulus were in the range of 105 and 104 respectively, which suggests the role of 

electrostatic interaction between both the micelles in the overall integrity and firmness of the 

hydrogels. 

 

Figure 3.12 Storage and loss modulus of the micelle hydrogel composites a) with PGA-PPA and b) without PGA-

PPA at 37°C. 

 

Furthermore, as we know that the hydrophobic core of the micelles in the composite acts as the 

reservoir of the drugs. It is also hypothesized that the (hydrophobic) drug is associated with some 

kind of hydrophobic interaction along with the core chains of the micelle. And if, it is so then the 

overall mechanical strength of the composite should also change along with the drug release as the 
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core is being loosened with the diffusion of the drug out of it. To evaluate this, a time dependent 

rheological test was performed on the micelle hydrogel composites. And as seen in the figure 3.13, 

both storage and loss modulus of the hydrogel gradually decreased with time. This once again 

support our claim of controlled drug release.  

 

Figure 3.13 Storage and loss modulus of the micelle hydrogel composites at different time intervals after drug 

release at 37°C. 

The above figure clearly shows a decreasing trend in the mechanical modulus of the composites 

at different time after the drug release. Although not directly related but the gradual decrease in 

modulus could be an indication of the slow and gradual drug release, which in our case was 

important as sudden or burst release of curcumin can cause several adverse effects also. As seen 

in previous researches, a burst or high dose release of curcumin at wound site can cause DNA 

damage or chromosomal alterations (in rare cases) and can delay wound healing.35 The mechanical 
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studies also proved that our micelle-hydrogel system was within the limits of storage modulus of 

the gel systems used for wound healing and were an ideal candidate for the same.  
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3.4 Conclusion 

In summary, in the light of the experiments conducted and discussed in this chapter, it can be said 

that these novel micelle-hydrogel composites can serve as an effective would healing materials for 

enhanced skin repair and regeneration along with controlled release of encapsulated drugs. 

These materials showed a positive influence on each stage of wound repair and healing with 

showing enhanced wound contraction, granulation and re-epithelialization along with a minimal 

inflammatory response. This also deem these materials extremely biocompatible and non-toxic for 

animal use. 

Although the exact mechanistic effect of these materials on wound healing is still not known but 

even without any encapsulated drug the blank groups also showed better healing than the control 

group. Thus further this kind of systems can be optimized better for becoming an  enhanced 

wound healing as well as dressing materials for clinical use. 
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4.1 Introduction 

In recent time trend of encapsulation of drugs,1 enzymes,2 and cells3 within polymeric 

microspheres4 has intrigued the field of biomedical and biotechnology due to its vast application 

possibilities. Although delivery of drug and enzymes is been extensively exploited but still the 

delivery of cells or the active ingredients from the cells remains a challenge5. As scientist in 

different groups are trying to elucidate and work on this problem, electrospray6 along with 

biocompatible polymers has risen as an answer to it. Also, it has provoked interests in clinical uses 

such as treatment of diabetes islet cells, for releasing insulin from within the encapsulated 

framework. And encapsulation here can effectively overcome the problems associated with 

immune system by proving immunoisolation7 to the trapped cells which would allow 

transplantation minus the prerequisite for immunosuppression8 (which is a problem in itself). As 

this technology develops, many different kinds of polymers9 have been used for cell encapsulation, 

and among all those hydrogels are classically the prime material of choice. Due to the fact that 

they are perfectly suited to biomedical applications, and chiefly for cell encapsulation,10 due to 

their close resemblance to the extracellular matrix in structure and high water content resulting in 

good mass transport properties.11 Many natural and synthetic polymers such as alginate, poly 

(ethylene glycol) (PEG)12 and poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA)13 have been used in similar application. 

And these polymers effectively provide many advantages including high mechanical14 and 

chemical steadiness,15 low nonspecific interactions,16 reproducibility (minimal batch to batch 

variation), ease of modification,17 and tunability. But despite of all the benefits these polymers 

experience some limiting factors when comes to encapsulation of cells, which being need of harsh 

environments for gelling such as temperatures above physiological optima, non-standard pH or 

use of organic solvents (being non compatible and detrimental with the enzymes, protein and 
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cells).18 So there is a need to develop synthetic encapsulation systems which can provide all the 

above mentioned benefits along with overcoming the drawbacks. 

And as we have seen, in our previous chapters that our polypeptide system was compatible with 

cells and so here, we concentrate on protein hydrogel formation through covalent cross-linking for 

cell encapsulation as a model system for clinical use using immersed electrospray technology. 

Synthetic peptide-based materials, contains amino acids as the basic building blocks of the whole 

hydrogel system provide additional benefit of site targeting and pH responsiveness inside the body 

with ionizable side groups, also, they are easy to crosslink and highly biocompatible. Covalent 

cross-linking of these materials offer precise control over the density and other mechanical 

properties of the prepared hydrogels matching the stiffness of the cell type or tissue type to be 

encapsulated.19 

Till date, a variety of chemical chemistries have been utilized for crosslinking the peptides and/or 

proteins to form hydrogels such as glutaraldehyde,20 NHS,21 genipin22 etc. In case of amine based 

crosslinkers N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) esters and their water-soluble analogs, sulfo-NHS 

esters, are most commonly used homofunctional cross-linkers23 that demonstrate good reactivity 

at physiological pH along with fast gelation time but they suffer a major drawback of being highly 

vulnerable to hydrolysis and thus degradation during the cross-linking reaction, which give rises 

to poor conjugation efficiency and lower controllability.24 While numerous chemical cross-linkers 

are commercially obtainable, only a smaller group is cytocompatible; therefore, limiting the 

flexibility of using such synthetic hydrogel design for cell encapsulation applications. 
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So to answer this in this study we used, THPC25 as a tetrafunctional cross-linker for polypeptide-

based biomaterials. It reacts with primary and secondary amines through a Mannich-type reaction. 

(Scheme 4.1) 

 

Scheme 4.1 The suggested mechanism of THPC
26 

 

After solving the issue of a compatible cross linker and polymer the remaining most important 

criteria for encapsulation was choice of suitable tool for creation of microspheres. So for the 

fabrication of cell encapsulating microspheres we tried a droplet generating system which would 

generate cell trapped droplets which could be gelled. Various methods have been used for droplet 

generation till date such as air jet, 27 jet-cutter,28 vibration jet break up,29 and electrostatic 

methods,30 as well as emulsion methods. Amongst these, emulsion type was found most suitable 

for droplet gelation over time. Recently, Olabisi et al. demonstrated such a photoinduced gelation 

in emulsion droplets using vortex mixing. However this method enforces a high amount of shear 

stresses on cells and ends in irregular distribution of cells and a large size variance in the droplets31 
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and these difficulties have consequently restricted the use of these emulsion methods in cell 

encapsulation.32 As a substitute technique for producing a controlled emulsion electrospray is 

being popular these days. Electrospray, as described in literatures is electrostatic atomization, 

using a high voltage to overcome the surface tension of a fluid meniscus at an orifice, resulting in 

the generation of fine droplets.33 It can be generally conducted in air or vacuum, however it is 

possible to perform ‘‘submerged electrospray’’ in insulating liquids.34 Both electrospray 

techniques i.e. in air and more lately submerged electrospray have been tried with cells. 

Electrospray in air has been used extensively for cell encapsulation with good results and high cell 

viability.35 Submerged electrospray has recently been used to spray cells, however not very famous 

in generation of cell encapsulating microspheres. 

So in this chapter I examine the possibility of electro spraying a polypeptide matrix along with 

cells to generate hydrogel microspheres to encapsulate cells for a clinical use model.  
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4.2 Materials and Methods  

4.2.1 Materials  

Polypeptide (poly(lysine-co-glutamic acid) was synthesized by NCA method stated in chapter 2. 

Sorbitan monooleate (Span 80) were obtained from Sigma Aldrich. Olive oil was used from 

Nacalai tesque . Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) was made up with 137mM sodium chloride, 

2.7mM potassium chloride, 10mM sodium phosphate dibasic, 2mM potassium phosphate 

monobasic to pH 7.4. Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM), trypsin, fetal bovine serum 

were used for cell culture and calcein- AM and propidium iodide were used for cell staining.  

4.2.2 Polymer preparation 

The co copolymers PZLL-b-P(OBzl)PGA was synthesized as follows: firstly, the equimolar 

mixture of both amino acids glutamic acid and lysine, 7 mmol Lys (Z)-NCA (2 g) and Glu (OBzl)-

NCA (1.8 g) was dissolved in 5 mL dimethylformamide with n-hexylamine (9.5 μL, 0.07 mmol) 

used as the initiator and stirred for 48 h at room temperature. The reaction mixture was then 

precipitated with an excess of diethyl ether under vigorous stirring. Then, the viscous polymer was 

again dissolved in dimethylformamide and re-precipitated with diethyl ether to give a white solid 

of PZLL-b-P(OBzl)PGA. The polymer was dried under vacuum at room temperature. De-

protection was performed by dissolving the polymers in trifluoroacetic acid and 33 % HBr/ 

CH3COOH followed by stirring for 10 h at room temperature. The de-protected polymers were 

precipitated with an excess of diethyl ether to obtain white solids that were dried in vacuum at 

room temperature for 48 h to yield PLL-PGA. 
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4.2.3  Electrospray Apparatus  

The electrospray set up is shown schematically in Figure 1.  

The water-in-oil droplet generation system was created by using a prototype electrospray 

assembly. Laboratory-made glass nozzles (~65 μm orifice diameter) and commercially 

available glass nozzles (~4 μm orifice diameter) [SIJ Technology, Japan] were used throughout 

the experiments. A 90-mm glass capillary was used to make nozzles with a Puller machine PC-

10 [Narishige, Japan] using a 2-step mode and keeping the heater level between 60 and 50. 

Tungsten wire was used as an electrode when the large nozzle was used. In the electro spray 

chamber the earth electrode was a copper ring placed below the tip of needle. An oil phase 

contained olive oil with 5% span 80. All of the oil mixtures used in the experiments were freshly 

prepared by vortexing at 2,500 rpm for 5 min and incubating at 30 °C for 30 min.   

Microspheres were isolated from the oil by adding PBS to the centrifuge tube and centrifuging at 

1,000 rpm for 3 min. The oil was then aspirated and the pellet of beads in PBS was collected by 

pipette and resuspended in PBS. This washing step was repeated twice. Microspheres were imaged 

by optical microscopy for morphology. Sizing was done by laser scattering (Mastersizer 2000, 

Malvern Instruments). All diameters reported are based on volume calculations (means are given 

as the volume moment mean, D).  

4.2.4 Cell Encapsulation  

L929 murine fibroblasts were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) 

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum. When required for experiments, cells were trypsinized 

and re-suspended in DMEM. Polypeptide (PLL-PGA) was dissolved in sterile PBS and the cell 
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suspension was added to give a final cell concentration of 1x106 cells/mL and 5 wt% polymer. 

Sterile THCP was added to a final concentration of 0.05wt% and the solution gently mixed to 

ensure even cell distribution. The cell/macromer solution was transferred to a capillary nozzle and 

microsphere formation then proceeded as described previously. Cell encapsulation was performed 

at 2 kV. Microspheres were separated from the oil as described previously, re-suspended in 

complete DMEM and incubated at 37°C in 5% CO2. After 3h, 24 h and 3 day viability of cells 

within the spheres was assessed by Live/Dead staining with calcein-AM and propidium iodide (PI), 

each at 1mg/mL. Encapsulated cells were incubated in the staining solution in the dark for 10 min, 

washed with PBS and assessed immediately by microscopy (Keyence Biozero 2000). Viability is 

expressed as the percentage of live cells compared to total cells.  

4.2.5 Characterization   

1H and 13C NMR spectra were obtained at 25 °C on a Bruker AVANCE III 400 spectrometer 

(Bruker BioSpin Inc., Fällanden, Switzerland) in DMSO-d6. Gel permeation chromatography 

(GPC) measurements were performed before de-protection of the polypeptides using a Shodex 

GPC101 (Yokohama, Japan) with a connection column system of 803 and 807 and equipped with 

Jasco 830 RI and Jasco UV-2075 plus detectors using pullulan as a molecular weight standard.  
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4.3 Results and discussions 

Before any study the prepared polymers were characterized for the formation with NMR and GPC 

to evaluate their polydispersity, mass and gelation time (Table 4.1). Based on which the polymer 

was optimized to be used is marked as * 

Table 4.1 Overview of polypeptides synthesized using NCA amino acid polymerization. 

 

 For the submerged electrospray setup the setup was established as illustrated in Figure 4.1. The 

aqueous mixture of fluids polypeptide, THPC (with or without cells) were introduced into the 

lumen of a glass needle. The nozzle was implanted with platinum wire for conduction of the current 

to the tip and under an open electric field, drops of the fluid at the tip of the needle was allowed to 

break and sprayed into an immersed bath of olive oil and was incubated at room temperature for 

15 min to gel. 

Polymer PLL PGA Mn X 103 PDIb 

Gelation Time 

(min) 

PLL50-PGA50 50 50 22.14 1.12 21 

*PLL75-PGA75 75 75 33.71 1.19 12 

PLL100-PGA100 100 100 45.39 1.27 5 
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Figure 4.1. Schematic illustration of setup of immersed electrospray apparatus for generation of microspheres 

 

Typical phase contrast (DIC) and light micrographs were used to demonstrate the formation of 

microspheres without cells. As seen in figure 4.2 the size of microspheres can be tuned to 

requirements by changing the nozzle size and resultant voltage applied to the system. The resultant 

microspheres varied from the 10 to approximately 300 μm in diameter.  
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Figure 4.2 Different sizes of microspheres formed with varying voltage and nozzle sizes. 

 

Evaluating the different sizes of nozzle and applied voltage (figure 4.3), the microsphere size is 

optimized at appox. 250μm which was easily achieved by applying 2 kV of voltage with 250μm 

nozzle diameter. As seen in the figure, the nozzle size and applied voltage both are crucially 

important parameters to control the size of the resulting microspheres. For a constant nozzle size, 

as the voltage increases the size of resulting microsphere decreases. It could be understood over 

the fact that as the higher voltage is applied the breaking force at the meniscus is higher,36 which 

eventually leads to the breaking of meniscus layer into smaller droplets. And hence resulting 

smaller microspheres. 
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Figure 4.3 Dependence of nozzle size and voltage over the microsphere diameter.  

 

Further for cell encapsulation, L929 cells were suspended in the core fluid at a density of 1 x 106 

cells/ml and electrospray was done under the influence of 2 kV of applied voltage in an immersed 

olive oil bath. And under the optimized conditions, the resultant cell-laden microspheres were 

found to be of size 287 ± 27 μm in diameter (slightly larger than microspheres without cells (figure 

4.4)). And as there were very few literatures citing the use of THPC, which is relatively new in 

arena of crosslinking, it was a valid consideration to evaluate the cyto-compatibility of the THPC 

as a cross linker. To study that we performed the cell viability assay of L929 cells in the 

polypeptide microspheres.  
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Figure 4.4. Size distribution of microspheres with and without encapsulated cells 

 

As it can be seen in the figure 4.5, the THPC showed high cyto-compatibility with the cells as 

more than 80% of the live cell density was found even after three days of encapsulation. For lower 

THPC percentages such as 0.05, 0.1 and 0.5 the cell viability was relatively very high, whereas 

moving to higher percentage of THCP the cell viability decreases slightly which would be 

attributed to the high stiffness37 of the gel encapsulating the cells causing stress and eventually cell 

death. 

Also, when the percent of cross linker goes as high as 2% the cell viability decreases drastically 

which is due to that the gelation of the polypeptide solution takes place within the nozzle and 

microsphere formation is seized. And thus the viability cannot be recorded for percentage higher 

than 2%. 
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Figure 4.5 Cell viability with different percent of THPC 

 

Seeing this behavior of rapid gelation on higher cross linker percentage and difficulty in formation 

of microspheres, we optimized the gelation time by varying the cross linker concentration.  

Table 4.2 Optimization of gelation time with THPC 

% of THPC Critical Gelation Time 

0.05 12 min 

0.1 10 min 

0.5 6 min 

1 3 min 

2 1 min 

 

As seen, with increasing the cross linker concentration the gelation time decreases gradually till 

2% where gelation is almost immediate to the mixing. Of the basis of the table above and study of 

gelation time, the ideal cross linker concentration was taken as 0.05% for the entire study unless 
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otherwise stated to make sure uniform mixing and spraying time for the solution before being 

gelled into hydrogel microspheres.  

The figure 4.6, shows the microspheres with the encapsulated L929 cells under light microscope 

and after live dead assay. 

 

Figure 4.6 The image of L929 cells encapsulated in polypeptide microspheres A. light microscopic image B. after 

live dead assay 

 

As this is a model study, first of kind with synthetic polypeptide polymer it was essential to 

optimize other parameters of the microsphere formation. As we have already seen that 

concentration of cross linker influence the formation of microspheres. So it was a valid 

consideration to estimate the effect of polymer concentration. 

As we have seen in previous chapter (chapter 3) that the electrostatic interaction between the 

oppositely charged groups of the polypeptide chain effects the mechanistic properties of the gel on 

bulk scale. So decided to investigate that whether changing the polymer concentration i.e. varying 
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the electrostatic interactions would impose any influence on the size or formation of the cell 

containing microspheres.  

For this we tried to vary the concentration of the polymer keeping all other parameters of the 

observation constant, to evaluate the effect of polymer concentration or density over the process. 

 

Figure 4.7 The effect of polymer concentration over formation of microspheres 

 

As observed in the figure 4.7, keeping the other parameters constant for each nozzle value, with 

increasing the polymer concentration the size of microspheres increased significantly. Also, taking 

the visible parameters in consideration the polymer solution from 1% to 7.5% showed visible 

change in viscosity, i.e. higher the polymer concentration higher the viscosity was observed. This 

could be due to increased attractions among the oppositely charged groups of polymer chains 

causing inter as well as intra chain interaction38 leading to higher viscosity of the solution. And as 

the previous literature quotes that higher viscosity of the solution in nozzle requires higher force 
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to separate the meniscus layer from the bulk. And as most of the force applied by the electric 

current is utilized in breaking the meniscus the remnant force39 left to break the sprayed liquid into 

the droplets is reduced causing formation of larger droplets and hence bigger microspheres. 

Further, as high voltage was being employed in generation of the microspheres, it was an obvious 

question that whether the cells are susceptible to this voltage or whether they can sustain to such 

stringent voltage conditions. For this we performed live/dead assay of the cell containing 

microspheres after 4 hours (day 0) and day 3 after the microsphere generation.  

 

Figure 4.8 The cell viability at different applied voltages at day 0 and day 3 of microsphere generation. 

 

As evident by figure 4.8, in all the samples tested the cell viability at day 0 was >90% showing 

that the high voltage eventually doesn’t affect viability. Although the viability dropped at day 3 of 

microsphere generation but still was found to be considerably high being close 70-80%. 
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And it was interesting to see that cells sustained high level of viability even at such high voltages. 

Thus proving that this model study can be successfully applied to different cell lines for clinical 

purposes. Although this study can be vastly elaborated to evaluate the release of entrapped cell as 

specific sites or to study the release of bioactive molecules from the entrapped cell into the system. 

This study although successful, still keeps different arena for trials open and can be continued 

further towards a conclusive approach. 
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4.4 Conclusion 

Protein-based hydrogel systems serve as attractive in vitro systems to investigate cell response to 

environmental cues. The identification of new, cyto-compatible cross-linkers allows for greater 

flexibility of hydrogel design. Here, we have introduced THPC as an inexpensive, aqueous cross-

linker for 3D cell encapsulation in peptide-based hydrogels. In this chapter we successfully 

formulated, entirely polypeptide based microspheres for cell encapsulation which can be tuned for 

their size over a range of parameters.  

These microspheres were able to entrap cells successfully and showed cyto-compatibility with 

retention of cell growth and phenotype in the microsphere hydrogel system. 
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CHAPTER 5 

General Conclusion 
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4.1 Summary of the thesis  

The work reported in this thesis emphasizes over the use of synthetic polypeptide materials over 

drug and cell delivery for clinical use. This thesis addresses the possibility of synthetic polypeptide 

materials to be employed for various biomaterial and clinical applications. The polypeptides used 

in this work were synthesized using the ring opening polymerization of NCA monomers with 

controlled PDI and mass. These polypeptide materials show tremendous scope toward being used 

in various clinical approaches.  

Chapter 2, of this work presents the research employed in formulating an entirely polypeptide 

based material as a dual drug releasing hydrogel. . I used simple amino acid block peptides to 

synthesize who different kinds of micelle precisely PLL-PPA and PGA-PPA. This work used the 

strategy of utilizing these two oppositely charged micelle and encapsulating drugs in the 

hydrophobic core of the micelles. Further the micelles were cross linked to form a stable hydrogel 

and the drug release profile from these micelles were studied. In results, it was found that these 

micelles can be efficiently tuned over a range of parameters to switch there drug release profiles 

according to the tailored need. Such a phenomenon can be of use in field of controlled and 

simultaneous drug release for wound healing purposes. 

In chapter 3, I presented the research I employed to test these micelle-hydrogel composites 

prepared in chapter 2 for their wound healing efficiency on animal models, for which curcumin 

was used as a model drug for the study. To be precise, this chapter talks about in vivo experiments 

conducted over a batch of rat models to test the efficacy of previously created micelle-hydrogel 

composite. For this rat models were divided in 4 groups of control, blank, low conc., and high 

conc. and were given an excision wound. The created wound were either implanted with hydrogels 
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laden with/without drug or just gauge bandage. In this study it was found that the synthesized 

composites are not only biocompatible but also showed an enhanced wound healing efficiency on 

almost all the parameters than blank and control groups. Wound healing indicators such as 

granulation, re-epithelialization, inflammation, angiogenesis, and wound closure was studied 

along with biochemical test to determine the content of SOD, catalase and collagen in the wounded 

tissue. The study revealed that the composites were very efficient toward wound healing. Also, the 

mechanical study was performed to evaluate the loss and storage modulus of the gels to develop a 

better understanding towards the drug delivery process. 

Further, in chapter 4, I tried to explore a new area with these synthetic polypeptides. As in 

previous chapter these polypeptides were proven to be cyto-compatible so, we tried to explore 

these polypeptide for cell encapsulation. In this chapter we employed microfluidic technique of 

electrospray to form spherical shaped microsphere entrapping cells. For this study L929 cells were 

used. In the results, the cells showed high viability within the entrapped microsphere. Also, it was 

found that microsphere size can be tuned on the various parameters such nozzle size, voltage and 

concentration of polymer. 

4.2 Future prospectus  

In chapter 4 we are working on the cell delivery, although we received few promising results in 

preliminary study like cell were actively surviving, and proliferating. Even at high voltage the cell 

were surviving. We further plan to evaluate cell release from this microspheres as well as develop 

a strategy to release the active molecules such as cytokines and other growth factors from the 

encapsulated cell into the surroundings. 

 


